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ABSTRACT
!
This study of the URS Corporatlcn's treatment of the
I Project Pyro data has led to ofadoption an empirical procedure
for estimating explosive yield. The results may serve as a
reasonable interim guide until further knowledge of self-lgnltlon
I is available.
Since the Project Pyro experimental program did not
i explicitly investigate self-ignition characteristics of liquidpropellants, UPS confined its analysis merely to determining
conditional predictions of yield when ignition delay time is
, known. Assuming further that ignition time scales geometrically
iF 1 leads to a URS worst case prediction of constant maximum yield• independent of eight (in on ase exceeding 100%).
I However, real experience indicates that maximum attainable
._ yield for large propellant we ghts s l_mited by some phenomenon
_.._, causing self-ignition--and this was true also for most of Project
m Pyro's large scale tests. In order to obtain approximate unconditional
@ I predictions of yield, allowing for self-ignition, a statistical
regression analysis was employed which combined PrcJect Pyro's small
_ _ scale, primarily controlled ignition tests, with their large scale,I primarily self-lgnlted t sts. Even though the statistical populations:_ represented by the two groups of tests are different, the procedure
is considered to be appropriate for estimating the fall-off of yield
i with weight, in three of the four cases where the effect of ignitiondelay time could meaningfully be bypassed.
Two cryogenic propellants were studied, LO2/RP-I and
LO2/LH2, and two failure modes, confined by missile (CBM) and confined
_ _ by ground surface (CBOS). Also analyzed were the small scale tests
I conducted to determine the effect of variables other than weight: tank
and orifice geometry and ullage volume for CBM, and missile fall-back
,.: velocity for CBGS.
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The results of the regression andanalyses
were mixed,
generally reflect various limitations inherent in the data, e.g.,
very large scatter, small number of tests relative to number of
variables investigated, nonlinear behavior of the variables, anduncertainty whe her optimum ignition conditi ns were obtained.
A brief summary for each of the four propellant-failure mode comblna-
tlons follows. In all cases the main conclusions apparently differfrom those deduced by URS.
CBM, LO2/RP-1. The regression on weight provides an
excellent fit to the data; however, the observed Titan yleld is
significantly smaller than the extrapolated regression yield. Since
I self-lgnltion of the 25,000 lb. tests did not occur prematurely,there is n distinction here etween con itional and unconditional
. predlctien of yield. The effect of geometry variables turned out
m to be too nonlinear and the tests on ullage volume too few, to rely| on the corresponding regressions for quantitative prediction.
CBM, LO2/LH 2. The regressions are not meaningful, the
data being too erratic and inconsistent. Qualitatively, the very
low yield for the full scale SIV test indicates that yield decreases
I with weight. Whether ignition delay time for this test is atypically_ low, and whether a longer delay time would have increased yield,
_; cannot be Judged.
:_ ! CBGS, LO2/LH 2. The regression shows a definite fall-off
•_. of yield with weight; however, the large scatter in the data leads
_i • to large prediction limits. The regression on velocity for the
• 200 lb. tests is satisfactory.
! R CBGS, LO2/RP-I. The regressions are not meaningful, and
I ,H ,,
_ unfortunately so, since the observed yields were the greatest for
_' both the small scale and large scale tests. The anomalous behavior
of the data, whereby yields for I000 Ibs. substantially exceeded
U the yields for 200 Ibs., introduces large interaction and nonlinear
effects. Additional large scale testing is needed in order to esti-
mate scaling of unconditional yield with weight.
0_ Techniques are developed for estimating yield through a
_ least squares fit of the peak overpressure and impulse observationsto TNT callbrat_on curves, and also for determining whether departures
:i S from such curves are significant. A detailed analysis (Appendix A)
_ showed that over three-fourths of tile tests did in fact depart
i
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I s_gnif!cantly. The departures did not follow any recognizablepattern as a function of weight and other varlables, and hence
do not appear amenable to extrapolation. However, the detailed
I ataloging may prove useful in any future efforts to develop ablast t_,eory for liquid propellants.
I
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- SYMBOLS*
I A - Log-log regression constant, intercept.
f - Aa90,. A?95 - Intercept for upper 90% (95%) prediction asymptote.
I ' b - Slope of regression of yield on ignition time.
B - Log-log regression constan*, slope•
• - Upper 90% (95%) confidence limit on regression slope
B 90' B.95 (also slope of prediction asymptote)
c - URS' proportionality constant between yield and ignition time, •
for CBM LO2/RP-I. !
[_ CBGS - Confined by ground surface failure mode.
] CBM - Confined by missile failure mode.
d - Bistance of recording station from explocion.
dI - Closest distance from explosion: 23 ft. for 200 and I000 Ibs.,67 ft. for 25,000 ibs. and higher.
d_,...,d 5 - Successively further distances from explosion: 37," 67, 117, 200 t. for 200 and i000 ibs.
Apt - Tank differential burst pressure--burst pressure minusaverage initial pressure.
J _ Do/P._ - Orifice diameter ratio.HVI - High velocity impact test.
k, kp, kI - k-factor for correcting (URS, pressure, or impulse)yield for effective ullage _olume different from 10%.
L/D - Length-to-diameter ratio of propellant tanks.
_ rL, rU - Lower (upper) 90% confidence limits on correlation between
yield and ignition time.
SNot included are specialized symbols used only in technical
Appendices B and D.
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Oy% - Scatter in yield about regression line.
Sp%, SI% - Scatter in pressure (impulse) data about Kingery curve.
SP - Designates spurious test, i.e., abnormal test conditions. --
I t - Ignition delay time.
tma x - Maximum ignition time; for CBM LO2/RP-I time to reach tank
burst pressure•
I t* Scaled ignition time• t/W I/3
,W1/3
i t* - Scaled maximum ignition time tmax/ .
max • _
V - Impact velocity (ft/sec) for CBGS tests.I - Ullage volume.
Vu
Vu_ef f - Effective ullage volume.
I W - Weight of propellants.
i X - Designates external ignition source for test.
Y' YP' YI - Yield• pressure yield• impulse yleld estimated from data.
I Y' _P' YI - Expected yield from regression.
Ymaz - Maximum observed yield.
I Ymax - Expected regression yield corresponding to tma x.
YP,.95" YI,.95 - Upper 95% prediction limit for regression of
I pressure (impulse) yield.
YS' YS,P' YS T - Specific yield, i.e., equivalent TNT weight relative
I ' to actual propellant weight (for tanks less thanfull).
yA y_ - Yield corresponding to 95% prediction asymptote
I P,.95' ,.95 " (approximate prediction limit).
YP,HVI YI - Expected regression yield with highvelocity impact
I ' ,HVI (flat wall) tests included (for CBGS LO2/LH2).
YURS - Yield estimated by URS.
I D* - Scaled pool diameter, t*V.
|
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I sUIUFCI: Stat. stical Analysis of Project M_ July 23, 1969Pyro Liquid Propellant Explosion
Data m - Case B20 m0M: P. Gunther
G. R. Andersen
I TM-69-I033-3
!
TECHNI CAL MEMORANDUM
!
I. INTRODUCTION
i
i.I Background
-! Project Pyro was an experimental program designedto obtain data useful for assessing the hazards from liquid
propellant rocket explosions. The program was conducted at
I the Air Force Rocket Propulsion Laboratory, Edwards Air ForceBase. The URS Systems Corporation, Burllngame, California,
established the overall design of the program, designed and
constructed the test articles, and analyzed the data.
+|
:_ The tests were conducted primarily with small propellant
+,+ weights (200 lb. and I000 lb.) under a variety of failure modes
_ I a_id geometry configurations. It was intended that this data,
supplemented by a llm_ted number of 25,000 lb. tests and two full
m
scale tests (approximately 94,000 lb.), would then provide a
i basis from which explosive eff cts for operational vehicles andweights might be predicted.
.. As part of a critique of URS' preliminary and final+ I report I, the data of Project Pyro was analyzed statistically
_i+ and the results compared with those deduced by URS.I The rationale underlying the statistical approach is
++j.- presented in Section II. The main results of the formal analysis
are described in Section III with more complete details relegated
D to the appenddces. Section IV provides a qualitative summary of
l the explosive characteristics of both the small scale and the large
_:+ scale tests and notes principal areas of uncertainty. Conclusions
i are also presented regarding the appropriateness of the formal
I statistical analysis for extrapolation to large weight.
I |This study was requested by the Future Studies Office,
Kennedy S ace C nter, NASA. However, the opinions and conclusions
I expressed izl the report are those of the authors.
1969031456-012
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_. _ 1.2 Test Setup
L
Two principal failure modes were investigated:
i. CBM (confined by missile). The explosion occurswhl]e propellants are still confined within the
walls of the missile. The failure corresponds
to a rupture in the bulkhead between oxidizer andpropellan s, caused, for example, by fragmentation
or overpressurization. In the actual tests a star-
shaped cutter ruptures a glass diaphragm separatingthe two compartments. At some appropriate time a
cap or squib is used to ignite the mixture. The
: effects of ignitio_ time and of geometrJ c configura-
tion--length-to-diameter ratio of tanks, L/D, and
_._, orifice diameter ratio, Do/Dt--were investigated for
._, 200 lb. tests.
<
_:. 2. CBGS (confined by ground surface). The explosion
occurs after propellants are spilled onto the ground.
¢: This type of failure might ar_se from tank overpres-
_._ surizstion or fall-back of vehicle onto pad. In the
actual tests the tanks are ruptured by star cutters,
the propellants forming overlapping pools on the
ground. Various drop heights were used, primarilyat 200 lb., in order to study the eff ct of impaot
velocity. (Test data for horizontal propellant flow
direction, reversed propellants, and L/D variationare not analyzed in this report, since _hese v_riables
were of secondary interest.)
A few high velocity sled tests at 200 lb. were conducted
to simulate missile turnaround. Subsequent impact into either a
hard or soft surface was simulated by a flat wall or deep hole,
respectively.
For each of the above failure modes, two cryogenic
propellants, LO2/RP-I and LO2/LH2, were tested. In the former
case the LO 2 tank is above the RP-1 tank. For LO2/LH 2, the
_" _ position is reversed.
For each test, pressure gauges were installed at five
" distances, and alon_ three different directions. From each
pressure-time trace, URS determined the peak overpressure andpositive impulse (Reference I, volume 2).
U
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For CBM the geometry variables were constant when
weight was varied, and conversely. Likewise, for CBG,S, velocity
and weight variations were approximately non-overlapplng. As
I shown In Appendix D, the weight ar:alysls and the geometry (orvelocity) analysis can be made separate y* and the results combined,
after simple correctior,, into a single equation.
!
!
[
[
[
|
I
E
E
E
E
*Assuming no interactlon.
D
U
8
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f
, II. RATIONALE FOR THE REGRESSION ANALYSIS
[ Our approach to the analys._s of yield as a function of
weight was quite different from URS', and appears to reflect
I largely different conceptions of what type of result would p_.ove
• to be most use£ul and what information can properly be extracted
from the data. One might say that the URS analysis purports to
! " provide conditional predictions of yield, given that ignition
I tame is known. Their _nalys_s focuses on how yield varies with
igniticn time (and other variables) for the small scale tests.
I To apply the results to large pro_ellant weights, one would haveto decide what is an appropriate ignition time to use. In con-
trast, our analysis purports to provide unconditlonal predictions
of yield. The analysis focuses on how actual yield varies with
weight allowing for self-ignition.* Unfortunately the nature
of the data is such that one can obtairl only rough approximations.
[] Project Pyro did not explicitly investigate self-
ignition--almost all of their tests were small scale and employed
a controlled ignition source. By postulating that ignition delay
-i time scales with weight, URS is led to the conclusion that ifexplosions for large weights occurred at the most unfavorable
ignition time, then the corresponding maximum yield would be a
constant independent of weight. In orJe case this maximum exceeds
100%.
Actually the large scale Project Pyro tests resulted
in yields that were clearly limited by more-or-less early self-gnition, in at least th ee of the four cases. Real experience
suggests that this may in fact be the typical situation encountered
-_ in practice. The problem then to be faced was this: Since in
li_ a single representative self-ignlted scale test wasjeneral only
available, how could one use the controlled ignition small scale tesbs,
these being the only other data available, to obtain a reasonable
li! estimate of the dependence of (unconditional) yield upon weight.
r}_ *Mention should be made of the work by E. Farber 2 .... suggests
,- t_ that self-ignition would invariably occur for large weigh_o because
i of electrostatic charges generated by the mixed propellants. When
i [_ a critical mixed volume is reached, the difference in potential
; becomes sufficient to break down the gap between adjacent bubbles
and the resulting discharge causes ignition. According to this
[_ theory, if all variables other than weight were held fixed, the
- |__ explosive response would be a constant independent of weight, i_e.,
the yield would vary inversely with weight. Farber estimates the
critical weight for LO2/RP-I at 2800 Ibs. and for LO2/LH 2 at 2300 ibs.At present, experimental confirmation of F rber's theory is lacking.
1969031456-015
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- I: This is obviously not the type of situation one would
! prefer to be in, if one had any choice in the matter. There are
obvious objections to combining the small and large scale tests.
I But the only real choice is between essential].y concluding nothing(which we do in one case) and concluding something that can, at°
least heuristically, be considered reasonable, and may provide a
useful, although rough, answer to an urgent problem.I
, There was another reason for adopting the approach which
combines the large and small scale tests. The Project Pyro data
I contained severe limitations, in particular: very large scatterin he ata, small number of tests in relation to the number of
variables investigated, nonlinear behavior of the variables, and
i_. uncertainty whether optimum ignition conditions were obtained.Because of these limitations it was apparent that the data could
not support a meaningful determination even of conditional yield.
Moreover, even if such a functiol, could be meaningfully determlned_
l_ this does still not permit one to satisfactorily interpret the: _ self-ignited large scale tests so as to obtain unconditional pre-
dictions of yield. These considerations led us to conclude that
[_ the most direct empirical statistical treatment was the best one
_ |.i could do with the Pyro data.
: r_ Because of the limitations noted above, URS' postulate of
/_ geometric scaling does not really help much, if indeed at all, in
. _=i estimating the yield vs. ignition time relation. As it actually
turns out, the data does not support geometric scaling.* For
_ {_ LO2/LH2, because of the large scatter the data contains essentially
: no information pertaining to geometric scaling; for CBGS LO2/RP-I
.- } no scaling is poss!ble; and for CBM LO2/RP-I , with the most consls-
i tent data, maximum yield definitely falls off with weight.
_i;i _ The statistical procedure adopted was simply a straight-
! [_ forward regression analysis. This is considered appropriate in
three of the four cases where ignition time could be meaningfully
i bypassed. Before discussing this further, it will be useful to
physical behavior of the propellants as it relates to ignition
• time t. (A more detailed discussion is found in References I and 2.)
[
, *For geometric scaling to hold, it should be possible tosuperimpose the I000 lb. yields, plotted at t/_--, onto the 200 lb.
Y vs. t plot. Note that the conclusion that maximum yield is constant
' r:! independent of weight requires merely that some scaling exists, not
L] necessarily geometric. _uperpositlon would then occur at kt, for
/ S ome k.
1969031456-016
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I
• [ • i. CBM, LO2/R£-I: mixing increases with t while pressure
builds up In t_k due to evaporation of LO2--ignition
i at time o£ tank rupture gives greatest yield Y.
i
I " J
I! t
2. CBM, LO2/LH2: mixing tends to stabilize due to
freezing of LO 2, wlth only little increase in yield
_ I_ expected thereafter.*
_n
ii° ,3. CBGS, LO2/LH2: lower LO 2 pool spreads indefinitely so
_ _ that superimposed LH 2 pool never completely overlaps
the L02; yield tends to stabilize asymptotically
(evaporation of LH 2 leads eventually to fall-off in
yield).
, i,i i,i
t"
_The soit .dified propellants may also oontribute to the blast
_it t_ effect.
1969031456-017
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4. CBGS, LO2/RP-I: spreading of lower RP-1 pool is
inhibited so that greatest mixing, and hence large_t
yield, occurs when upper LO 2 pool Just overlaps theRP-1 pool.
[
E t
A heuristic Justification of the regress _.on analysiscan be given to show that it provides meaningful, though rough,
unconditional estimates of yield, which moreover are likely to
be cor,servative. The discuss_or can best be carried out in the
specific context of CBGS LO2/LH 2. We are given in this case one
"representative" large scale 25,000 lb. self-ignltion test. The
question is whether the small scale tests can be used to provide
a rough estimate of a second "point" so as to provide some estimate
of fall-off of yield.
The diagram below illustrates conceptually a plausible• situation t at one would infer from the a_tual data and from the
; O
y 1@@@
B
B
B
t
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priori physical considerations previously noted. Y increases
" with t; however, the band, representing the large scatter inthe 200 lb. data, is so wide as to largely ove shadow this
effect. Assuming similar behavior at ]000 Ibs., the two
i000 it. tests would then be i_c!uded within a similar band.One can envision also a third such band corresponding to the
single 25,000 lb. test but with the added uncertainty relating
to the shape of the band. The diagram shows quite clearly that
I it is hardly more meaningful to draw any inference from the data
' concerning how ignition time scales and where on the Y-t curve
the 25,000 lb. test actually lles, than it is to treat the small
[ 7 scale tests as representative while at the same time ignoringignition time for the 25,000 lb. test.
: Consider now the question of bias in the regression.The diagram below plots the 200 and i000 lb. observed yields
(taking the average for simplicity) and also the sJnglc
_ 25,000 lb. test. The solid llne represents a hypothetical, but
"true" relation between "representative" yield and
plausible,
I _ _ WART OF SELF-IGNITION
INEAR SELF-IGNITION
CURVE
EQUARES
LINE
[
I I I I
200 II _ 100.000
E w
I
g
I
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l weight. If, after self-ignltlon "takes over", the behavior ofs lf-lgnited tests w re approximately linea with weight (on
log paper, say) then a hypothetical "repl.esentatlve" yield for
l i00,000 lb. would lie on this line. It is evident that thenthe least squares (dashed) line through the thr e observed
"representative" po_uts lles above the "true" line for l_r%e
weights. In order i'or the 100,000 lb. yield to be such thatthe least squares line were below the self-ignition llne, the
self-lgnltlon relation would have to be exceedingly nonlinear
and Qonvex, as shown by the dotted curve. This argument is
admittedly heuristic, and clearly depends upon how one choosesto view the heuristics of self-ignitlon.
r For CBM LO2/LH2, the situation is essentially the
L same, except that the small scale tests are so erratic that
the resulting "representative" values for 200 and 1000 lbs.L"
_ are very dubious.
For CBf$ LO2/RP-I the scatter is much less, and the
• !_ effect of ignition time in determining a maximum _ield is more
L evident. Because of this, together with the fact that the
_ 1000 lb. maximum yield greatly exceeds that for 200 lb., a
_ representative value for the small scale tests cannot be selected.The regression is not considered meaningful.
_i For CBM LO2/RP-I, no problem arises since the large
-_ scale tests all achieved tank rupture, and one need only include
in the analysis the most closely rel8ted small scale tests.
It
I1
U
[1
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I_ III. SUMMARY OF _iALYSIS
i. CBM, LO2/RP-I
• i.i Weight
! The tests performed under nominal geometry (L/D=1.8,
Do/Dt=.45) consisted of seven 200 pound tests, four 1,000 pound
_ tests, and three 25,000 pound tests. Ignition of the two non-
I spurious* 25,000 lb. tests was the result of tank overpressurization
and failure. A 94,000 pound Titan with L/D=4 and Do/Dt=.1375 was
also tested, but the ignition source was unknown, m*
The quality of the data is comparatively good. This
can be seen from Figures 1P and lI (upper portion for nominal
I_ geometry tests) which plot yield (Yp or YI) versus ignition time
t. For 200 lbs., although yield definitely increases with t,
substantial scatter occurs for t _ 125 msec. The effect of this
is to provide a natural grouping of the data into high yield andlow yield tests. The three high yield tests also correspond to
tank rupture and/or maximum ignition time. For I000 Ibs., the
• _ scatter is considerable and the dependence upon t uncertain. For
LJ 25,000 ibs. the two high yield tests were olmost identical, showing
excellent reproducibility. Overall, the high yield tests, including
r_ the maximum yield i000 lb. test, appear to constitute a statistically
U meaningful grouping.
For 200 ibs. the average impulse yield is about .9 of the
pressure yield; for larger weights the two are approximately equal.
Yield versus propellant weight W is plotted in Figures
[_ 2P and 21. The high yield tests are again seen to group naturally.The least squares log log regression lines for these tests has been
determined both for Titan excluded as well as Titan included. The
Titan yield was significantly low (3.3S). Although the geometry
was different from the other tests, the 200 lb. tests conducted
at non-nominal geometry and ullage did not establish valid
I
eSpurlous tests are those which encountered abnormal test
i_ conditions, usually resulting in premature self-ignition, e.g.,dlaphragm rupture, fire, possibly small orlflee, etc.
SSR. L. Thomas, AFRPL, Project Nanaser for Project Pyro,
B believes that _l_ttton ooout_Dd after tank rupture.
I1
| '
1969031456-021
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correction factors for the Titan conditions (see 1.2 below).
The regressions are given by:
Titan Excluded Titan Included
I
Yp = 93.9W-.213 150W-.290
YI = 66"6W-'173 iiOW-'256
When the Titan is excluded, the prediction limits for
the regression equations are small because of the comparatively
! good reproduclbili_y of the high yield tests. When the Titan
is included, the expected yields are of course decreased. How-
ever, the sharp falloff in yield between 25,000 and 94,000 ibs.
[_ leads to a poor linear fit. This increases th_ scatter about
_ the line and hence also the prediction limits. For 95_ prob-
ability, these limits can be written approximately (for large
W) as'
Titan Excluded Titan Included
l_ yA _ 72.6W-"177 71.0W-.194P,.95
[_ Y_ " 45.9W-'121 48.3W-'150
,.95
I
A comparison of observed and calculated yields for
Titan and SIC, for 90_ and 95S probabl]itles, is shown in the
lJ followingtable.
i
t SSee Appendix D for the exact expression and tu_ improved
approximations. The exact prediction limits are asymptotic to
the equations shown.[i
[!
B
1969031456-022
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t
f o
90% Prediction 95% Prediction
Expected Limit LimitActual Titan i Titan Titan i Titan Titan Titan
Out a In Out ' In Out InI I
& !
I Titan P 3.27 8.2 1 5.4 9.9 1 9.5 10.6 11.7
t , I
(94 000 lb.) I 3.42 9.2 ' 5 9 12.0 _ 10 9 ]3.3 1 13 7
_ , • . .
r " I I
I I --
SIC P -- 3.6 _ 1 8 4.7 _ 3 7 5.2 4 8• , • •
I I
4.6 x 1061b. I -- 4.7 '
_i _ i"2"2 6.8 ,'14"9 , 7.e , _.5
[i The URS prediction equation for maximum ignitioD time
is:
L . 7UR s --- 12.5 (1+217/W)
E
For W greater than 10,000 pounds, the yield is constant at 12.5%,
[i with upper 90% prediction limit of 16%.i '
}
[i
[i
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I.2 Geometry
The effect of geometry variables was investigated by
I conducting three 200 lb. tests at each of the non-nominal condi-tions: L/D=.45, Do/Dt=l.0; L/D--5.0, Do/Dt =.45; and L/D=5.0,
Do/Dt=l.0. The results are shown in the lower portions of
Figures 1P and lI, which plot Y vs. t. The average impulse-to-
pressure yield ratio of .85 is slightly less than for nominal
geometry (200 lbs.).[ The data appears to be fairly good. In all cases Y
increases with t, although very slowly for L/D=5.0 and
__ Do/Dt=I.0. Also, tmax, the time to reach tank burst pressure,
was longer than for the nominal case. In general, the maximum
yield depends upon the mixing function (inferred from the Y vs.
-! t plots) and on pressure buildup time (tmax). (For L/D--5.0
and Do/Dt-l.0, mixing apparently was leveling off at 120 msec.)
_- However, the data is not sufficient to infer quantitatively the
[J physical characteristics of these processes. It seems appropriate,
therefore, to restrict the analysis merely to maximum yields.
E The yields are plotted in Figures 3P and 3I with maximum
'_ --_ yields represented by stars. These are tabulated below:
• ._! Do/D t_ 1.8 5.0
1.0 P 48.7 12.7
_ I 45.3 9.8
I [J
g clearly decreases as L/D increases. When L/D-I.8, g increases
" markedly as Do/D t goes from .45 to 1.0; while for L/D=5.0, Y
! decreases markedly with Do/D t. Statist_cally, such a situation
- implies a large interaction effect. Straightforward analysis of
i the table leads to the followingthe maximum yields in preceding
equation (equivalent to ordinary two way interpolation):
I
1969031456-028
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;r
Yp = 7.3 + 5.6 L/D + 61.6 Do/D t - 16.9 L/D • Do/D t
I YI = -.3 + 6.8 L/D + 65.6 Do/D t - 17.8 L/D • Do/D t
I Use of this equation for interpolation or extrapolation
i is not advisable without further data on the dynamics of mixing
and pressure build-up. Indeed, for the Titan geometry conditions
I (L/D=4, Do/Dt=.1375), the interaction term in the above equations
Just about offsets the other effects.
I_ The two tests conducted at an ullage volume Vu=40%
(tanks 2/3 full) increased the yield by 70 - 80% over that obtained
at nominal 10% ullage (tanks full) (Figure 5). Assuming a log
• [_ log linear relation, the specific yield (i.e. , equivalent TNTweight relative to actual propellant weight) can be expressed
approximately by the following equations:
•710
;_ YS,P = 161•5Vu
[
._ Ys,l = 130.7V u 686
To determine non-specific yield (i.e , relative to propellant
weight for full tanks) the above equations are multiplied by
[_ the factor (l-Vu)/.9 When self-ignition occurs prior to
t bursting of the tank, apparently the ullage correction does not
apply (see Appendix C.I.4).
URS' prediction equation for variable geometry and
ignition time t, with W=200 ibs. and Vu=10% , is
1 YURS = .373t(.87-.092 L/D-.28 Do/D t)
A detailed dlscussion of this equation, as well as URS'
- k-curves for variable ullage volume and tank burst pressureto be used with maximum ignition time, is presented in Appendix C.
[i
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I 2. CBM, LO2/LH 2
2.1 Weight
Under nominal geometry conditions (L/D=I.8, Do/Dt=.45),
I six tests were conducted at 200 Ibs. and four tests at i000 Ibs.
The three 25,000 lb. tests all gave extremely low yields and are
not included. An SIV test, with L/D=2, Do/Dt=.083 , and
" W=91,000 Ibs. was also conducted.
Figures 4F and 4I plot Y versus t. The principal
- characteristics of the data are as follows:
1. The data is highly erratic with essentially no
reproducibility. The yields appear to be quite
I random.J
2. Impulse yield is considerably greater than pressure
" yield, the average ratio being about 2.3:1 and withlarge scatter about the av ra e. Apparently the
pressure-tlme response was quite different from TNT,
|_ as well as from LO2/EP-I.
L_
3. Ignition time shows no consistent effect. At 200 ibs.
several of the tests with very low (even ze_.o) ignition
' I'] time gave moderately high yields.
Yield versus W is plotted in Figures 5P and 5I. Yields[i; for 200 ibs. do not differ significantly from i000 ibs. althoughmaximum pressure yield at 10O0 ibs. was somewhat larger. The
': SIV pressure yield of 3.3Z was the same as Titan, but impulse
[- yield was 5.7%. SIV ignition time was only 183 msec. compared
L with 842 msec. for Titan.
, With the SIV included, yield plausibly decreases with
} because of the large scatter, the predictionweight. However,limits are so large as to cast doubt on the meaningfulness of the
statistically derived equations. The formal regression lines,
" using all non-spurious tests and including the SIV, are given by:
- Yp - 17.6W-'148
YI " 61.4W'"190
The 95_ prediction limits are (for l_-ge W) eventually increasing.
Asymptotically,
,q
1969031456-032
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, .95 "
yA _ 17 lW "002
I,.95 "
_ The expected yields are less than for LO2/RP-I but the predictionlimits are larger. Calcu ated values for SIV and SII are shown
in the table below.
if"
i_ 90% Prediction 95% Prediction
Actual Expected Limit Limit
IT
|" SIV P 3.26 3.3 15.2 26.2
_ (91,000) I 5.69 7.0 20.5 29.8
I! SII P -- 1.8 15.6 33.0
(930,000) I -- 3.3 14.8 24.8
The URS prediction equation is
2.8 + .82t/W I/3 for t < 21.1W I/3r
Y_s" t 20 _o_t__21.1wI/3
E For unknown t, Y is 20S independent of W; the 90% prediction limit
is 33_.
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2.2 Geometry
The same geometry variations were investigated as for
I LO2/RP-1 , again with 200 lb. tests. The results are plotted
versus ignition time in the lower portions of Figures 4P and 4I,
and also in Figures 6P and 6I. Impulse yield averaged 1.6 times
I the pressure yield compared with 2.5 for nominal geometry (200 lbs.).T main characteristics are:
i. T_.c data is extremely variable with about 4 of the I0ceocz suspect. Three tests had very low ignition
times and yields, and one test gave two explosions--the
second resulted from LH 2 interaction with air and the[ yield was about five times greater.
2. Yield tends to increase with ignition time, more so
I • than for nominal geometry. Consequently, comparison
• of the maximum yields, which are tabulated below,
appears to be most appropriate.
[
: 45 P 17.5 21.8
; [! " I 34.3 28.7
1.0 P 79.3 17.7
, r- I 104.5 32.7
: ' 3. Qualitative effects of the variables, when compared
• to yield for nominal geometry, are:
_! : a. For L/D-I.8, yield increases markedly for Do/Dt=l.
! i This is similar to LO2/RP-I, but the effect is
even greater. Two tests at Do/Dt=.083 (scaledl SIV) gave a 40-50% decnease (Yp'9%, YI=20%). •
f . b. For Do/Dr=.45, increasing L/D to 5 results in a
| small increase in pressure yield and a small
decrease in impulse yield.
[_ When and L/D-5 the effect is uncertain.Do/Dt'lC.
The yield is unchanged if the largest value of
the double explosion is used, otherwise, the
1969031456-038
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yield decreases greatly. In any case, because
of (a) and (b), there is a large interaction
effect similar to LO2/RP-I.
d. Ullage volume of 40%, with Yp=B0% and YI=36.6%,
_" shows a substantial (71%) increase in pressure
A_ yield but essentially no increase in impulse
yield. However, in terms of specific yield,
which is 50% greater, even impulse yield increasessignificantly.
Because of the many large uncertainties, even more than forLO2/RP-1 , an overall quantitative regression equation
(Appendix C.II.3.2) does not appear meaningful.
URS concluded that, except when L/D=I.8 and Do/Dt=l.O,
the geometry variables had no significant effect.
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3. CBGS, LO2/LH 2
3.I Weight, V:44 ft/sec.
A total of 17 tests were conducted with this propellant
in normal orientation and L/D=1.8. These consisted of ninetests at 200 ibs., five tests at 1000 ibs. a d three at
25,000 ibs. There is a moderate discrepancy between the pressure
and impulse yields. The average YI/Yp ratio is about 1.5
I_ (Table A3).
Only one of the 200 lb. tests was spurious; on the
other hand, three of the five I000 lb. and two of the three25,000 lb. tests were listed as spurious. The remaining ii
tests form the primary data used to study the relationship
between yield and weight when V=44 ft/sec.
The eight nonspurious 200 lb. tests show essentially
no correlation between yield and ignition time (cf. Figures 7P
I_ and 71). Further, the ignition times can be grouped into four
distinct sets at approximately 300, 500, 800 and 1400 msec.
At these times the observed yields oscillate from high to low
to highest to medium with a considerable amount of scatter ateach time. Ref rring to Figure 7P it is seen that without the
two low yield tests at 500 msec the remaining tests appear to
indicate that the "asymptotic maximum yield" (cf. Section II), has been reached, even though its value is masked by the erratic
nature of the data. However, there are no physical grounds for
dropping these two low yield tests from the analysis; hence, the
yields associated with 200 lb. tests may be low. It is clearfrom Figures 8P and 81 that higher yields than were actually
observed at 200 ibs. would only result in a more Eapid decrease
_ of yield with increasing weight.
At i000 Ibs. the relative difference between the impulse
_ e_ yields of the two nonspurious tests is about ii%. Since the
il ignition times of the two tests are 900 and 1490 msec, it is
probable that we are in the stable yield-pool diameter region of
. the LO2/LH 2 Y,t-curve. The fact that the lowest yield occurs at
1490 msec could be due simply to scatter or to the eventual decay
arising from evaporation of LH2 (cf. Y,t prototype curve in
i Section II). This behavior is not as apparent in the pressuredata because of test No. 217, but the pressure data for this is
erratic and the scatter about the Kir_ery curves is large.
! r3
_ _ IKingery fits are discussed in Appendix A.
I B
#|
1969031458-042
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Finally, the single 25,000 lb. test is self-ignlted
with t=365 msec.
1 The regressions of yield against weight for the nonspurlous
tests are given in Figures 8P and 8I. The expected yield for
pressure and impulse falls off with weight according to
W-'172 and W-'157,respectlvely:
- (3.1) Yp = 73.8 W-'172 and YI - 72.1 W-'157 .
[.
Because of the large scatter at 200 ibs. the upper 90% prediction
bounds are large and decrease slowly for large W (cf. Figures 8P,8I and Table C15).
Although thls group of ll tests appears to be the most
[_ meaningful statistically, two other were consideredgroupings
and regressions calculated (Appendix C). Both showed expected
yield and upper 95%, as well as 90%, prediction limits strongly
_ decreasing wlth increasing weight (cf. Figures C7, C8, C9, CI0
• and Table C15).
The following table shows numerical values of theexpected impulse and pressure yields from equation (3.1) and
their upper 95% (90%) prediction limits (cf. Figures 8P and 8I
for a comparison with the observed values).[;
W (Ibs.) 200 lO00 25,000 SII
(930,000)
IJ I _ l" i i'm
_I 31.4 24.4 14.8 8.4 ,[i '
Yp 29.7 22.5 12.9 6.9 ;i
¢ii,_-
| yz,.95(Yz,.90) 68.6 (56.6) 53.3 (4,.1) ,O.l (31.4) 34.8 (24._)
, i li •
[_ Yp,.95(YP,.90) (51.9) 37.6 (28.9) 31.8 (21.9)
68.2 (55.6) 42.3
i ,, ,, , •
..... nnl..... mum m n If!Ill --.._.i_/,........... .,..._,,.._._.._,......._._,,
1969031456-043
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I The upper 90% prediction limit asymptotes are
yAp,.90=(34.7) W-'047 and Y ,.90=(35.6) W-'039. The value of
I the pressure (impulse) asymptote at W=93Q,O00 ibs. is 18.0%
(20.1%).
f The URS prediction equation when ignition time is
unknown is a function of veloclty only and is given by
YURS = 18.4 + 0.016 V 2 .
This equation gives an expected yield of 49.4% at V=44 fps
independent of weight. The corresponding upper 90% prediction
limit is approximately 75%.
The URS prediction equation in the case when iEnitlon
time is known is given in Section.lll._ of Appendix C together
with a table, Cl8a, comparing the yields observed by URS withtheir predicted yields.
E
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I 3.2 with W=200 lb.Velocity
There are 17 nonspurious (drop) tests at 200 lb.: five
at 23 ft/sec., eight at 44 ft/sec, and four at 78 ft/sec. In fact,
test data at weights other than 200 Ibs. is available only at
44 ft/sec. (Two I000 lb. tests at 78 fps are both spurious.)
_ Correlation between yield and ignition time i_ very good at
23 ft/sec.; this can be observed in Figures 7P and 7I. The
correlation at 78 ft/sec, is not as strong and the confidence
i intervals are large, especially for the overpressure. That thecorrelation between YI and t is somewhat better Khan for Yp and
t is due primarily to test No. 151.
i From Figures 9P and 9I it can be seen that there is a
considerable amount of scatter at each of the velocities. The
regression lines given there have!
I_ (3.2) Yp = 2.1 V "680 and YI = 2.0 V "721 ,
with the upper 90% prediction limit asymptotes having exponents•963 and .995, respectively.
,- The following table gives several evaluations of
equations (3.2) and the URS prediction equation for unknown
ignition time, together with the corresponding values of the
upper 90% prediction limits,
V (fps) 23 44 78
YURS 26.9 49.4 115.7 I
YURS ,.90 47.0 75.c --
19.2 30.7 46.4
YI _p 18.3 28.4 42.0 _:
I• ,,.
YI,.90 32.2 50.1 77.7
YP, •90 31.3 47.1 71.5
......... .i . H i
|
I
1969031456-049
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l
Finally, although complete knowledge about ignition
i sources is l_cking, there is some evidence that ignition time
(or, at least, the ignition time for optimal yield) decreases
i with increasing velocity. This presents the possibility that
the zero ignition high velocity impact (HVI) tests may be con-
sidered as _ limiting case of the tower drop tests and suggests
that the two types of tests be combined. (URS combines the HVI
i tests with the zero ignition tests regardless of weight.)
However, the principal Justification for combining
at least the flat wall HVI test with the drop tests is that theresulting prediction equations agree well with the drop test
equations over the appropriate range of velocities and at the
, same time more accurately reflect the observed behavior of the
i flat wall HVI test. The resulting regression equations are
I YP,HVI = 3.9 V "519 and YI,HVI = 4.2 V "524 ,
1
with upper 90% confidence limits on the slope of .677 and .679,
respectively. The comparison of the extrapolated drop test with
test flat wall mentioned above isdrop plus prediction equationsindicated in the following table for overpressure yield
(Figures lOP, 10I show the observed values):
b
[ V (fps) 23 44 78 160 597!*
• , Yp = 2.1 V "680 18.3 28.4 42.0 65.4 167.4
I "-
= 3.9 V "519 20.0 28.0 37.3 54.8 108.5
YP ,HVI
i '"
!
i m m J
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Wei6ht Velocity3.3
and
If one makes the assumption of no interaction effect n
r between weight and velocity, then the following Joint regressionis obtained using the ,)onspurious drop test data at 200, i000
and 25,000 ibs. (cf. Appendix C, section II! 3.2):
" I _P = (5.4) W-'169 V "683" (3.3) YI = (4.8) W-'159 V "724
I_ The table given at the end of this section lists the
values of these equations at 12 pairs of points together with
I" the corresponding 90% upper prediction limits. The 200 lb. datais not listed since there is good agreement between the drop
test equations of section 3.2 and the above multiple regression
_ _ when W=200 ibs. Although equations (3.3) and the corresponding• pr diction limits were obtained from a multiple regression program,
the results of Appendix D (section 3) show how equations (3.3)
may be derived from the individual simple regressions on weight
i'.i and velocity.
Multiple regressions based on both the drop tests and
If the flat wall HVI test are given in Appendix C, part 3.2 ofSection I_I.
t
i _
*See Section IV, 3, (ii), p. 33.
i
h
i
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_ V (fps)
I W ( 23 44 78 160
Yp 14.4 22.4 (1) 33.1 54.0
- (Yp,.90) (25.1) (37.8) (57.4) (103.1)
I000 YI 15.3 24.6 37.2 4.2.5|
• (YI,.90) (26 ....4) (40 9) (63 6) (117 2)
I-
! Yp 8.3 13.0 (2) 19.2 31.4
!: Ii_ (YP,'90) (16.8) (25.0) (38.5) (67.8)
25,000 _ ^ 9 2 14 7 22 3 37 5
" YI ....
;: .- (YI,.90) (18.2) (28.3) (43.7) (79.2)
yp 4.5 7.1 10.4 17.0
SII q "90) (12.0) (18.3) (27.3) (47.2)
YI 5.2 8.3 12.5 21.1
• (9 30,000) (YI, 90 ) (13.3) (20.8) (31.9) (55.6_
} (I) The average of the observed yields at I000 ibs. and 44 f_s is
32.6% for pmessure and 37.9% for Impulse; the corresponding maximum
observed yields are 36.9% and 38.2%, respectively.I
(2) The observed values for the pressure and impulse yields at
i. I" 25,000 ibs. and 44 fps are i0.2_ and Ii.4%, respectively.
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I- 4. CBGS, LO2/RP-I
I_ "_'eight, ft/sec.4.1 V=44
There are nine nonspurlous tests available at this
I velocity: four at 200, four at I000 and one at 25,000 Ibs.
There is a strong negative correlation b_tween Y and
i t for 200 Ibs.: -.99 for the pressure yield and -.82 for theimpulse yield. The formal correlations for the nonspurious
I000 lb. tests are similar. However, the relationship between
_ Y and t is more accurately reflected in Figures lip and iii.
I As polnted out in section II, the RP-I pool eventually stops
spreading and is then overlapped at some instant by the contin-
uously spreading LO 2 (the time of maximum yield for this failure
" after which the tends to decrease with themode), potential yield
increasing overlap. This behavior is particularly noticeable in
the above mentioned plots of impulse yield against ignition time
- for both 200 and I000 ibs. and explains the numerical correlations.In the case of the o_erpressure yield at 200 ibs. this phenomen
is not as distinct because of the low pressure yield associated
-- with *eat no. 208 at t-460 msec. In this case, however, the
I_i King./y curve provides only a marginal fit to the overpressure
e_ta. Relying more heavily on the impulse data, it is probable
that the maximum yield-ignitlon time relationship has been
i attained for both 200 and i000 lb. tests. On the other hand, if
the yleld-lgnitlon time relationship fo:' the 200 lb. data is more
like that shown for the ovel.)ressure yields in Figure liP, then
i the maximum yield may have been missed, resulting in lower thanoptimal yields at 200 Ibs.
! It can also be seen that while the average yield at ii000 ibs. was close to the average yield at 200 Ibs. for the
LO2/LH 2 propellant, here the ranges of yields are essentially
_ nonoverlapping, the yields at 1000 lbs. being the larger(Cf. Figure 12P). To this must be added a 25,000 lb. test with
yield approyimately equal to the average of'the 200 lb. yields.
It is then clear _hat a linear regression using the data at all
I_ of the three weights Ss somewhat forced (F_ur_e 12P, I); further,
since there are oniy three weights the data cannot realistically
support a quadratic regression. Hence, without further Information,
_" the relationship between wellht and yield is anomalous. Forexampl , if the yields at 200 lbs. are low (recall the last para-
graph., then primarily on the basis of the 1000 and 25,000 lb.
tests it appears t_a_ yield is dec._east_ with Increasing weight;
i_ however, no statistical significance can be attached to an
extrapolation based on this data alone.
1]
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I. The URS prediction equation for t un'.'nownassumes
that ignition occurs at the peak of the Y vs. t curv_ and,
- since ignition time is scaled geometrically, is independentof weight: YURS = 95%, when V-44 fps.
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, 4.2 Velocity with W=200 ibs•
-. The drop tests are those with velocities 23, 44 9nd78 ft/sec.; there are ll such tests using this propellant,
four at 23 fps, four at 44 fps, and three at 78 fps. In addi-
tion, there are four high velocity impact tests• These four
|" tests will not be considered here but they are indicated along
|- with the drop tests in Figures 15P, I•
_" There is considerable variation in th_ magnitudes ofthe yields at each drop velocity. This is probably due to the
critical manner in which yield appears to respond to the stage
of overlap of the RP-I propellant pool by the LO 2 pool. Asmentioned in Section II, maximum yield should occur at those
ignition dolsy times which coincide with the initial overlap
_- of the RP-I by the LO 2. This optimal ignition time (pool
I_ diameter) appears to be approximated in both the 44 and the
78 fps sequence of tests, but probably not at 23 fps (cf.
,-- Figures lIP, I and 13P, I). However, there are only four data
points at 44 fps and three at 78 fps; this, combined with the
anomalous nature of the 200 and the 1000 lb. yields at 44 fps,
introduces a great deal of uncertainty concerning the realization
I_ of optimal igr:ition.
The following regression equations are formal in the
sense that they assume that all the yield_ are the result ofoptimal pool diameter igni ions and th observed va iation is
random:
(42) 44v-527 = 2 o v"761
• "_ ' I " "
.£
The exponents in these equations have upper 90% confidence limits
Ii.!_ of .90 and 1.12, respectively. These regressions provide areasonably good fit to th averages at V=23, 44 and 78 fps
(cf. Figures I_P, I).
I On the other hand, if one takes the more realistic
view that the low yield (nonspurious) tests do not reflect random
variation at optimal pool diameter, but rather the sensitivity
_" of yield to achieving ignition at times only "slightly" differentfrom those corresponding to optimal pool diameter, then certain
low yield tests must be discarded to obtain a consistent population.
Ii
I]
I
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_, Unfortunately, there is no objective way of doing this, but
the following tests are suggested by the yield-ignltion time
graphs: at 23 fps, tests 096, 248, 144; at 44 fps test 232; at
78 fps, tests ll0, 236. The remaining tests are then considered
as optimal yield tests. The plots of these tests against
velocity (W=200 ibs.) Is extremely nonlinear (cf. Figures 14P, I);
_ the availability of only three drop velocities precludes the
l use of any more complicated model.
The URS prediction equation, YURS -- 3 19 V 0"9 is
compared with (4.2) in the following table. (The URS 90% upper
prediction limit exceeds 115% at 44 fps and is not indicated
" here. )
" V 23 44 78 . _
YURS 53.6 95.7 160
_ _ _ _
ii _ _'_ _'_ _'_
YP,. 90 44.7 60.8 85.9
_ YI,.90 40.1 63.5 102.6
E
[
[
I
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I- 4.3 Velocity and Weight
_- There are two additional drop tests available at1000 lbs. _nd 78 fps. Although both are listed as spurious,
neither test is low yield and one of the tests, No. 190, has
- t=570 msec., a reasonably long ignition time. Hence these
i tests are probably comparable to the nonspurious drop tests.
i Furthermore, both are used by URS in their multiple regression.
l- Comparing these two tests with the i000 lb., 44 fpsdata one can observe an increase of 7% (8%) for the maximum
overpressure (impulse) yield. Since there are only 2 data
= points at 78 fps as opposed to 5 at 44 fps this would appeart indic e that yield increases with veloci y as is the case
for the 200 lb. drop tests. However, the 200 lb. data shows
a 55% increase in maximum yield in the transition from 44 fpsI-
_- to 78 2ps; hence, there seems to be an unexplained interaction
between weight and velocity in the case of LO2/RP-1. This,
i_ combined witn obvious nonlinearities in both weight and velocity(Figures 14P, I), implies th_ L a joint regression on weight and
velocity would require 6 parameters. However, since there ar_
only six veloclty-weight combinations, such a regression would
not have any statistical validity.
If one chocses to compare the 200 lb. drop tests with
• _ the high velocity impact tests (cf. Figures 15P, I), it can be
|_ seen that there is no increase in yield at 520 fps for the deep
_ hole tests relative to the drop tests at 78 fps; the flat wall
_ tests indicate a substantial decrease in yield.
Since the HVI tests show strong directional effects,
i [ the yield in each of the directions is indicated in Figures 15P
and 151 for one of the flat wall and one of the deep hole tests.
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IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The principal uncertainty in applying the Project
Pyro tests to large welghts involves the interpretation of thecontrolled small scale tests in an environment of self-lgnition.
In particular, it is not clear whether or not orifice size,
| ullage, or impact veloclty--varlables that are important in the
| small scale tests--are also consequential for self-lgnited explo-
sions, and, if so, in what manner. Such questions were not
- included within the scope of investigation for Project Pyro.
In the absence of even partial answers to these questions,
the possibility of employing empirical regression estimates has
I_ been investigated in the previous sections. To aid in judgingthe meaningfulness of this analysis for purpose of prediction,
the main conclusions pertaining to the following areas, for each
I_ of the four propellant-failure mode combinations, are presented.Overall general conclusions are also noted.
i. Characteristics of the small scale tests--very high
yield possible proper
is under conditions.
2. Principal areas of uncertainty regarding 1--too few
I_ tests combined with large scatter resulted in a numberof gaps.
3. Characteristics of the large scale tests--low yieldwlth one exception."
4. Applicability of regression analysis to prediction for
large welghts--m_'ed; prediction limits tend to belarge because of large scatter.
To convenient reference, the nonspurious largeprovide
a
scale test results are listed in Table i, and also results for a
select number of "significant" small scale tests--principally
E those with highest yields (recalling, however, that for LO2/LH 2 |
the average is more appropriate statistically than the maximum).
i. CBM, LO2/RP-I
(i) Small scale. Extremely high yields are obtained
fo--r405 uliage, and for orifice ratio Do/Dt=l.I000 lb. tests give c mparatively low yield.
E
I
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(ii) Uncertainties. Mixing characteristics appear to
f change for L/D=5, Do/Dt=l--a physical model is
desirable. Ullage tests are too few and restrictive
to extrapolate.
(Ill) Large scale. This is the only case with more than
T one large scale nonspurious test. The two 25,000 lb.
tests are reproducible. The Titan yield is quite
_- low, with pressure and impulse response about the
same as for the 25,000 lb. tests.
_iv) Regression. The statistical extrapolations, although
conservative, appear to be the most reasonable of all
the cases--expected values for 94,000 Ibs. are 1.5-2.5times observed Titan, 95% prediction limits are B-4 times.
Geometry and ullage variables should perhaps be ignored
until uncertainties can be resolved. Differences
between pressure and impulse yields are not sufficientto warrant separate predictions--pressure data seems
better behaved.
2. CBM, L02/LH 2
(i) small scale. Test results are highly erratic, and with
differences between and impulse yields.large pressure
Yield exceeding 100% is obtained for large orifice
ratio (1.0); conversely, small orifice ratio (.083)
_, gives low yield. 40% ullage increases yield, but less
'r than for LO2/RP-I. Maximum yield for I000 ibs. is
approximately the same as for 200 Ibs., and greater
_ I LO21RP-I
than for at 1000 ibs.
_: (ii) Uncertainties. Mixing characteristics are even more
_ uncertainthan for LO2/RP-I. Unusual behavior of
I_ pressure and impulse data requires further investigation.
I__ (iii) Large scale. Unfortunately, nouseful data was obtained
i from the 25,000 lb. tests. Whether the SIV ignition
time of 183 msec is atypically low, and whether a longer
l ignition time would have increased yield, is difficultto Judge. Pressure yield was about the same as Titan,
impulse yield 70% greater.
E (iv) _. Data is too erratic to place any confidence
_n the results, even though the expected regressions
appear reasonable. One possible oourse is to use _he
_ _ LO2/RP-I reKresslon for pressure yield, and 70_ addl-
_ tional for impulse yield.
.I
I
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3. CBGS, LO2/LH 2
(i) Small scale. (a) At 200 Ibs. average yield shows
a consistent and comparatively smooth increase with
velocity; however the scatter is large. (b) At44 fps, average yield for 1000 lbs. is approximately
the same as for 200 lbs. (c) High velocity sled
|- tests give extremely high yields. (d) Except for
| 200 Ibs. at 44 fps (and high velocit__ sled tests),
yields are less than for CBGS, LO2/RP-I.
Ii (ii) Uncertainties. Unfortunately, no useful data wasobtained to deteN._ine the existence of any inter-
action between weight and velocity.
_ (iii) Large scale. The 25,000 lb. test appears representative.
Yield is moderate, about the same as for CBM, LO2/RP-1.
Although the regression on weight shows(iv) R_e_ression.
a defiKite decrease, the fall-off is rather shallow,
primarily because average yields for 200 Ibs. and
i000 ibs. were the same. Moreover, the large scatterat 200 lbs. leads to large'prediction llmits. The
regression on velocity is satisTactory.
E
4. CBGS, LO2/RP-I
E (i) Small scale. For each combination of weight andimpact velocity, there appears to be an optimum
ignition time for critical pool diameter giving
" I_ maximum yield. For 200 Ibs. this maximum yield
L increases only slightly between 23 and 44 fps, but
_ substantially between 44 and 78 fps. For !000 ibs.
_ the yield is very high at both 44 fps and 78 fps.
The high velocity sled tests give comparatively
low
yields.
_ (ii) Uncertainties. It is not clear why maximum yield
S for 200 lbs. at 44 fps should be substantially less
than for I000 lbs. at 44 fps--the effect may be real
or may result merely from failure to achieve maximumyield at 200 ibs. In gener l th n nlinear and
interaction effects are pronounced and apparently
unexplained. Finally, what significance, if any,
I should be attached to the low yield from the high
velocity sled tests?
,|
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il (ill) Large scale. The 25,000 lb. test gave very highyield, approximat ly 2.7 times that for CBM,
LO2/RP-1. The yield in fact exceeds the current
- 20% safety criterion for propellant weights lessthan 500,000 lbs. (DOD Instruction 4145.21, "Quantity-
Distance Standards for Liquid Propellants.")
iL
1 (iv) Regression. The relation between maximum yield and
weight or _elocity is too nonlinear for the limited
data to provide meaningful regressions.
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i APPENDIX A
ESTIMATION OF YIELDS AND DEPARTURES FROM KINGERY CURVES
!
i I. TNT Kingery curves
Explosive effects of liquid propellants arc customarily
expressed in terms of equivalent weight of TNT. The yield is
I simply the ratio of equivalent TNT weight to total p_Jpellant
weight. Figure A1 shows the variation in peak overpressure with
scaled distance (d/W 1/3) for surface bursts of hemispherical TNT
I charges. 3 Similarly, Figure A2 plots scaled positive impulse*
(I/W I/3) vs. scaled distance. 4 (The above two curves are usually
I referred to as Kingery curves, after the principal author of theences cited.) Since all the observed impulse da a were
beyond the hump in Figure A2, the simple quadratic approximation
i (dashed curve) turned out to be satisfactory.
The TNT Kingery impulse curve represents a relatively
recent revision. An earlier 1963 curve used by URS gave sub-
stantially higherequivalent TNT weights than the 1966 curve in
, Ill Figure A2.
_ 2. Terminal yield
R
Departures of liquid propellant explosions from the
f TNT Kingery curves have been reported in the literatureS'6; at
_ I_ close in distances, peak overpressure is below the Kingery
curve, while impulse is above. (According to Reference 5, impulse
._ II_ is below the Kingery curve when yield is less than i0_.) As
distance increases, the observations tend to approach moreI
closely the Kingery curves. This type of departure from TNT
_ behavior has led to the notion of terminal yield, i.e., the
, yield for which the pressure and/or impulse, would asymptotically
< approach their respective Kingery curves. URS, accordingly, for the
most part estimated yields using only the data at the furthest
[ distance.**
• _ *Positive impulse is the area under the overpressure-time
trace, up to the time when the pressure becomes negative. For
m_
simplici_y, the abbreviated terminology, pressure and impulse,
is used.
-!f **From conversations with URS, i,, some instances trends from
-, the 2 or 3 furthest distances, and aldo shape of the traces, were
: _ qualitatively taken into account.
U
Ii
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A preliminary examination of the data indicated that
systematic departures from the Kingery curves would be difficult
to establish because of the extremely large scatter. Apparently
only very few traces conformed to the ideal TNT exponentlal
" pressure-time profile.* There were frequent occurrences of roundedpeaks, double peaks, overshoots, etc. (Twelve different trace
types are exhibited in Reference l, volume 2.) Moreover, many of
| the measurements appeared to be discrepant.
I
Since the Project Pyro te;sts were greater in number
i than all previous liquid propellant tests, a valuable opportunitypresented itself to study how fast terminal yield was approached,
and, more generally, to investigate the nature of the departures
from TNT. Because of the large scatter, it was considered necessary
I to employ objective quantitative criteria. Techniques weredeveloped for making a least squares fit of all the data to the
Kingery curves, followed by statistical tests for goodness of fit.
If the close in points showed significant departure, a new l_astsquares fit could then be made with these points omitted.
It was also decided not to combine the pressure yield
and the impulse yield, since for so tests these were exceedinglymanydifferent. Although some form of average, as was used by URS,
would have simplified the analysis, this was felt to be too coarse
[i a procedure.
3. Description of computer analysis
A block diagram of the computer program is shown in
Figure A3. For a particular run, the stations or distances to
be externally omitted are specified. Then successive preliminary
[i fits are made in order to identify and internally discard (withprobability 95%) any extrem_ observations. A test for goodness
of fit then compares the "within" variability (stations at the
[_ same distance)with the "between" variabilit.v about the Kingery
curve. A second test is also performed to determine significance
of direction (asymmetry of explosion). The principal output
consists of the standard deviation of scatter (Sp%, S1% ) and the; statistics of yield; .the e_timate (Y), standard deviation (Sy%),
and upper and lower 95% contldence limits (Yu and YL )•
Detailed derivations, together with a description of the computer
output, are given in Appendix B.
mIn reference to such departures, David Burgess of the
[_ Bureau of Mines, in a written communication, makes the followingcomment: "The measured blast is contaminated by some very messy
function of the 90-odd percent of energy that is released after
the "cutoff" time, i.e., the time when the transient enters the
li_ phase." also Reference 7.)"suction" (See
I1
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- The least squares procedure is illustrated in Figure A4.
I To determine pressure yield, the scaled Kingery curve (Figure AI)
is translated horiz(ntally until_ for the stations retained, the
minimum s_ of squares of deviations is obtained. For impulse
I yield the scaled (Figure A2) is translatecKingery impulse curve
along the 45° diagonal.
i ,4. Selection procedure for assigning yields
I
The procedure finally adopted for assigning yields, and
- characterizing departures from the Kingery curves, involved a cer-tain amoun_ of subjective judgment, but with the computer analysis
supplying indJ3pensable quantitative criteria. Inltiallly succes-
sive fits were obtained: with no stations omitted (except those
- rejected as extreme), then omitting stations at the closest distance
(dl) , and finally omitting the two closest distances (dI and d2).
For each run the individual deviations were examined along with
I_ changes in yield, scatter, and goodness of fit, all in conjunction
with a graphical plot of the data. When a change in yield was
accompanied by decreased scatter and an improved fit, one could
_- usually determine whether dl, or dI and d2, departed significantly
and should be omitted from the final fit. Complications arose when
there was a signifiPant directional effect, since this leads to
|_ large scatterand an insensitive measure for fit. In many cases
L
additional runs were performed, sometimes with d 3 omitted, at other
times with one or more marginally extreme points omitted. When
data was available for only 3 distances the appropriate choicew s often a difficult one to make.
I_ The detailed results of the selection procedure arepresented in Tables A1 - A4 with the most important extenuating
factors briefly noted. To illustrate the process, a detailed
discussion is given for test No. 278 (Figure A4). This was a
..[- 25,000 lb. CBM, LO2/RP-I test, and one of the more difficult (and
interesting) tests analyzed.
Considering pressure first, although cursory examination
of the data in Figure A4 suggested that the Kingery fit was adequate,
the numerical evalnatlon indicated otherwise. The results of the
" successive runs are summarized below:
I_ .. I All d I omitted dl, d2 omitted
Yp 12.': 13.7 12.5
Sp% II.5 9.2 7.4
Ol _ 05 • I0
Fit <. e
,| , i
|
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1
Even after rejecting two extremely low values at stations 21
L and 30 (cf. the computer output in Appendix B, Table BIP)
the initial run resulted in a very bad fit with the d ! stations
having a negative deviation. As expected, the next run, withdI stations additionally omitted, increased the yield ard
reduced the scatter; however, the fit was still bad, with the
stations having positive deviations. The third run, withd 2
dI and d2 stations omitted (and also station 30 which was not
|" internally rejected), decreased the yield and further decreased|_ t_e .-'catter;but the fit was still bad, with d 3 positive and
d_ negative. A special run, with d 3 also omitted so that only
two d4 stations and two d5 stations remained, gave a yield of
ii.I and a scatter of 6.4%, with a good fit. With this yield,
1_ the expected pressure at d I was 46.6, about the same as one of
the observed dI values but somewhat higher than the other d 1
value of 42. Thus, it is uncertain whether a negative bias I exists
at dI.
It is of interest to note that although removal of
E the biased points did, as expected, reduce the scatter by almoston -half from the initial run, the standard d viation of the
estimate of yield, Sy%, increased from 5.55% to 7.26% because
_ the number of observations decreased from 12 to 4.* Further, withonly 3 degrees of freedom remaining, the value of t for 95% con-
fidence estimates is 3.18 compared with a t of 2.20 for the
E original ii degrees of freedom. The final 95% confidence band of9.4 - 13.2 compares with the original narrower band of 11.5 - 14.1.
Although the final estimate of yield is more accurate,
the precision is less.
The conclusion is that the departure from the Kingery
curve consists of a bulge at d 2 and d3. For this particular test,
[_ the variability in the data was small (after excluding _he two
I-
• !. *An additional factor is that the average distance for the
remaining points has increased. Equations (7) and (8) in
Appendix B can be roughly interpreted in terms of the formulaSp%
Sy% __-- where K depends on the slope of the Kir_ery curve,
K/K '
decreasing for increasing distance. Length of the confidence
interval for Y is simply t • 8y%.
tThe term "bias", as used in this appendix, is synonomous with"devia ion" or departure" an does not imply statistical r measure-
ment error.| ,
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extreme stations), so that the goodness of fit criterion wassufficiently sensitive to detect the departure. Fortunately,
further corroboration is obtained from the second 25,000 lb.
- test, No. 282, which showed almost identical characteristics.Here the presence of a moderate directional effect served to
desensitize the measure of fit. However, a similar bulge is
. clearly visible in the plot of the data (Figure A5P)--the
| contrast at d2 with the Titan test is especially pronounced.i
Concerning impulse departures for test 278, the
|- results turned out similar to pressure but not quite as sharp.
One can see from Figure A4 that the dl-d 3 stations are con-
siderably above the impulse curve. The successive runs, with
|_ the same stations (21 and 30) omitted as for pressure, gave
the following results :
! All dI omitted dl, d2 omitted dl-d 3 omitted
9+ ++ 59
l+i
Fit _. 02 <.05 <.01 Indeterminate
I ......
Both the yield and the scatter continued to decrease, but the
! fit showed no improvement. For the final run, since the impulsevalues were unfortunately rounded by URS to the nearest integer,
the error for d4 and d5 is zero and goodness of fit cannot be
calculated. It is evident from the figure, however, that thefit is good. Hence a yield o£ 11.7 was assigned.
The companion test No. 282 differed somewhat '(cf.
A5I). The values at not biased high and theseFigure d 3
were
stations were retained, d2 was definitely high. dl, however,
was much less than for test 278, with 2 directions having verylow impulse values. The general conclusion, based upon Loth
tests, is that the impulse departure is high at d2, slightly
!i high at d3, and uncertain at dI.
(]
I],
H
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I 5. Summary of Departures from Kingery Curves t
Results of successive runs used in the selection procedure
I are presented in Tables AI-A4 for individual tests. Underlinedquantities represent assigned yields-- mpulse-to-pressure yi ld
ratios are shown in the last column. The "Bias" column lists those
i distances, w together with sign, where departures from the Kingery
curves occurred. Plots of the data--pressure vs. distance and
impulse vs. distance--for most tests are shown in Figures A5P, I-
A23P, together with Kingery curves for the assigned yields and
i freehand estimates of the bias (dashed curves).
The individual departures were quite diverse, and often
l" a simple satisfactory characterization was not readily available.. This was especi lly so when there were m rgi ally extreme points
or when some distances showed large scatter. In some instances,
I! particularly for CBM impulse, a bend was present, similar to thatin the prototype (scaled) Kingery impulse curve, but shifted to
the right, more gradual, and having a more pronounced bulge.
_- In general, except for several unusually "wild" tests,
the data appeared to be in accord with, or at least not contradict,
the concept of terminal yield. However, many tests recorded data
|" at only three distances;W_ if close-in bias was present, determination
of the terminal yield was somewhat ambiguous. (For example, using
only the first three distances for test 239, CBM, LO2/RP-1, would
,: have given a very erroneous terminal impulse yield. ) There were
L _lso tests where the slope of the furthest distances differed from
the Kingery slope.
E Since, as noted below, departures
for the small scale
tests appear difficult to extrapolate, similarities and differences
between the Titan and SIV CBN tests are of special interest. The
_i close-in negative overpressure bias for SIV is more severe thanfor Titan. Figures A5P and A7P show that at dI the overpressure
is 50% less for SIV. At d2, d4 and ds, the values are about the
I_ same, hence so also are the terminal pressure yields. The impulse
departur=s (Figures ASI, A7I) are more dissimilar. Titan has a
.- bulge at d2, while SIV shows negative bias and a bend at dI.Terminal impulse yield for SIV _s about 65% greater th n Titan.
i" tPressure and impulse values were taken from Volume 2 of the
•URS preliminary report. A few minor changes (and some typographical
errors) were made in the URS final report. These are listed at theFI
_ end of this appendix.
SRecall that. dI-23 ft. for 200 and 1000 lbs., while dl-67 ft.
for 25,000 Ibs. and higher.
t_Number of distanoes and stations reoorc_.nK ape llsted in
Tables A1-A4. Number omitted beoause of bias or extremeness are
in the tables of Appendix C.noted summar7
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- At the risk of oversimplification, Table A5 attempts
to summarize the dominant trends of the departures;* these are
based mainly on the blas characterizations in Tables A1-A4. The
following remarks are intended both to highlight the salient
features in the detailed Tables A1-A4, as well as to amplify the
trend characterizations in summary Table A5.
i I. CBM, LO2/RP-I
:
a. Pressure. Bias is negligible for 200 lbs., except for
i a positive bulge for high yield tests; 1000 lbs., includinghigh yield test, is partly negative; 25,000 lbs. has positive
bulge; and Titan is negative.
- b. Impulse. A positive bulge occurs for 25,000 lb. tests,Titan, and high yield 200 lb. tests. The biases for
1000 lbs. are very inconsistent, with the higt_est yield
_ test having negative bias with a bend.
2. CBM, LO2/LH 2
-i a. Pressure. Negative bias occurs for most of the 200 lb.
tests, all 1000 tests, and the SIV. In the latter case,
the bias is quite large.[i b. impulse. The departures show no consistent pattern,
although there appears to be a slight propensity toward
17 negative close-in bias (including SIV). The best fits
are obtained from 200 lb. tests with limited data (3
distances). Impulse-to-pressure yield ratio varies
greatly, the overall average being 2.3 (1.75 for SIV).
3. CBGS, LO2/LH 2
a. Pressure. The 200 lb. data is very erratic with, ingenera_ negative bias; goodnes of fit ppears to decrease
with increasing velocity--the high yield 78 fps test
No. 195 has d4 high. The i000 ib_ data has a small negative
bias while the 25,000 lb. data indicates a small bulge at d 3.(Cf. Figures A20P, 21P).
b. Impuls e . fits overall are good. The 200 lb., 44 fps'The
data sh_ mixed behavior: the majority of tests are z_o
bias, but there are tests with negative bias, bends and -
r bulges (cf. Figure AI61). The 200 lb., 23 fps data is in
m. good agreement with the Kingery.o_e; the 78 fps data is
similar, except for a small negative bias for test I14 and
I the strange value at d 4 in the case of the highest yield
i
WThe terminology employed, althot_h used loosely, is intended
to be suggestive. E.g., "bulge" implies a positive bias at an tnter_
I mediate diatanee, with smaller bias (or none) at adjacent dlstences.
1969031456-089
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test 195• (Cf. Figure AI8I.) The high yield 25,000 lb.," 44 fps data shows exc llent agreement with the Kingery
curve; the low yield test indicates a bulge at d2 with
_ a positive bias at dI.
l
4. CBGS, LO2/RP-1
a. Pressure. There is a strong negative bias at 200 ibs.for all three velocities (23, 44, 78 fps), with a tendency
to dip at 44 z'ps (i.e., a larger negative bias at d 2 than
dl). The 1000 lb., 44 fps data shows a negative bias,
but has large scatter at the close-in distances. The
'" single nonspurious 25,000 Ib test has a moderate nega-
2" [ •
g tive bias and bend. In all _eight and vel _clty combina-
_>_ tions, the fit is generally good from d3 on. (Cf. Figures
_ A20P, A21P.)
_ b. Impulse• There is a negative bias at 200 ibs. and 44 fps
_ which decreases to zero in magnitude with decreasing
I yield; for 200 ibs., 23 fps there is a very small regative| bias in the case of the two highest yield tests, with a
_/ slight bulge at d 2 for the lowest yield and large scatter,
_ i but zero bias for the remaining tests (cf. Figures A91,
_ AI2I). With the exception of tests 141 and 236, the
200 lb., 78 fps data shows good agreement with *he Kingery
.... curve. In the case of the 1000 lb., 44 fps data, the fits
il I are generally good at the last three distances. There is
_• no data at d2 for the maximum yield i000 lb. test, but
_ each of the next two highest yields seem to have low values
I at combined with high values at and i.e. a bendd2 dI d 3,
; followed by a bulge. The lowest yield test provides a good
, _ fit to the K1nger_ curve, but with relatively large scatter.
_ (Cf. Figure AIOI.) The Kingery curve shows excellent agree-
;_ ment with the 25,000, 44 fps data (cf. Figure AIII), no
> devlatlon. Finally, there is a possible negative bias
_ I coupled with a dip at i000 Ibs. and 78 fps (cf. Figure AI3I).
Main Conclusions .
The overpressure exhibi_;s a negatiie bias at close in
distances except for positive bulges at 25,000 lbs. and for the
I high ylel d 200 lb. CBM LO2/RP-I te,sts.
|
|
|
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The impulse bias depends strongly on andpropellantfailure mode. CBGS was relatively well-behaved with no bias for
LO2/LH2 and a tendency to negative bias for low weights with
I" LO2/RP-I. erratically wit_: a tendency to positive
CBM behaved
bulges for LO2/RP-I and to negative bias for LO2/LH 2.
I Impuls ,_-yields were significantly higher than pressure|
for CBM LO2/LH2 and fo,_ the high yield 200 lb. and i000 lb. CBGS
| LO2/RP- i tests.I
In general, departures from the Kingery curves do not
I follow any recognizable pattern for different weights and henced n t ppear to be amenable to extrapolation. It i hoped,
however, that the above detailed cataloging may prove useful in
• any future attempts to better understand the blast behavior of
I liquid propellants.
E
E
H
H
I
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E DISCREPANCIES IN URS FINAL REPORT
I
Test Appendix E**
- No. Variable Normal* Discrepancy
047 Y 10 4 (Vol. II)
I t 120 515 (Vol. II)
267 t 1170 1770 (and Vol. II
[! and Table 5-5)
058 Y 27 26
[_ i01 Y 35 25 (Vol. II)
t 145 245
174 Y 52 51
t 150 156
088 Y 4 8
208 2' 62 39
284 t 0 89
200 t 417 100
172 Y 35 32
t 770 730
229 Y 53. 52
215 t 20 23
173 Y 13 15 (and Vol. lZ)
[
*Val_es given in Sea.ton 5, Appendix B, and Volume Zl unless
othezwlse Indicated in d_8_Tepan¢_ oolusm. ' -
**UnZess ot_ezvise ln4L_cat.od.
D
I
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PRESSURE 
Avail. d1,d 2 
Data ' 
Test d's AU d's d1 0mitted Omitted 
W LID 0 010 No. (St's) Yp Sp% Yp Sp% Yp 
200 1.8 .45 239 5(H) 33.5 9.5 lli1. 7.9 31.6 
237 5(14) ~ 12.4 30.7 12.3 31.1 
101 3(9) 31.0 12.5 33.0 12.7 35.5 
~44 3(8) 17 .8 9.2 18.9 7.9 19.5 
~95A 3(9) 17.6 7.6 18.4 6.6 19.4 
238 5(13) 16.0 7.6 15.9 8.3 16.3 
~87A 3(9) 13.6 7.5 14.1 7.8 15.6 
1,000 1.8 .45 193 4(10) 15.4 9.7*** 16.0 9.7 *** 
.!!j 
270A 5(15) !Q1 9.4 10.7 7.1 10.8 
192 4(10) 8.9 9.4' 9.4 9.4' 10.9 
209 4(12) 9.5 5.7 9.6 6.3 10.3 
25,000 1.8 .45 282 5(13) 12.3 10.4 12.7 9.6 12.1 
278 5(14) 12.7 11.5 ·"* 13.7 9.2*' 12.5 
275 5(15) 1.3 9.5' 1.3 10.5 ' 
.ld. 
94,000 4 .1375 t'ritan 5(13) 2.84 11.4 " 2.94 10.8" 3.27 
200 f 1.8 .45 ] 240 5(13) 65 .5 13.1 62.2 12.9 55.8 
2/3 Full 174 3(5) 56 .7 4.5 57.8 5.6 
--
200 1.8 .0 ~4 2 3(8) 49.8 17.9" 59.3 13.8 48.7 
1058 3(8) 28.6 10.0 31.3 7.0 33.4 
086 3(8) 12.1 13.0 11.8 10.7 13.5 
200 5 .45 100 3(9) 25 .3 10.4 23.7 9.5 22.3 
~46 3(8) 16.1 6.1 16.3 6.3 17 .1 
1088 3(8) 3.8 10.6 3.9 11.2 3.8 
200 5 .0 1085 3(9) 12.9 8.5 12.9 7.2 13.7 
~49 3(8) 12.6 8.0 12.3 7.3 13.0 
1047 3(7) !Q1 14 .0' 9.5 12.4 11.7 
1. Underlined quant it ies denote yields selected as most representative 
and used in the regression anaJysis. 
2. Asterisks denote significantly poor Kingery fits relative to scatter. 
3 . Corrected in URS final report. 
Sp% 
6.7 
6.4 
9.8 
11 .6 
3.8 
9.9 
5.5 
3.7 
7 .5 
5.6 
5.8 
10.0 
7.4" 
10.3 
8.8 
5.7 
- -
2.9 
7 .1 
8 .3 
12.3 
7.5 
4.9 
8.0 
5.7 
17.8 
Bias 
+d 1 
0 
- d1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
- d1,- d2 
0 
- d1,- d2 
0 
+d2,+d3 
+d2,+d3 
+d2 
- d1,- d2 
+d1,+d2 
0 
-d1,+d2 
- d1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-<12 
II 
TABLE Al CBM, L02/RP-1. SUMMARY OF ALTERNATIVE KINGERY FITS 1,2 
IMPULSE 
Avail. d1,d2 Data 
All d's d1 0mitted Omitted d's 
Comments (St's) YI SI% YI SI% Y SI% Bias Comments Y1/Yp 
5(13) 25.7 12 .2**- 24.3 8.8"' .... 23.6 7.5**· +d J, +d2.+d3 d1- d3 omitted, Y-~ 5~3.2 .71 Oir'l, 26-38 5(14) ~ 8.9 26.4 9.2 26.1 8.6 0 Oir'l, 24-29 .88 
Dir'l: 29-42 3(9) 32.6 9.7 33.7 7.2 ill 8.9 +d2 .97 
3(8) 17.4 10.3 17.1 10.7 III 5.0 +d l ,+d2 Oir'l, 15- 21 .87 
3(9) !U 6.7 14.8 6.8 14.1 8.4 0 d2 slightly hi .83 
St. 29 , 39(hi) omitted. Oec'l pt. wrong? 3 5(13) ~ 9.5 14.5 10.2 14.5 9.6 0 .90 
3(9) 15.1 6.3 14.9 5.2 14.9 2.4 0 1.11 
(.90) 
4(11) 17 .3 12.9 18.3 9.0' 1Q1. 3.4 -d1,-d2,+d3 5t. 37(hi) omitted. Pronounced bend . 1.08 
St. 25 (hi), 37 (10) omitted 5(15) 12.1 7.8** 12.4 7.6* * ill 6.1 +d2 d3 slightly hi 1.10 
4(10) 9.6 11.5" 10.4 9.0 11.2 6.8 
-d1,-d2 d1 and St. 26 (10) omitted, Y=l.2!- S~6.4 .99 
St. 38 (hi) not omitted, scatter too low 4(12) 
...!2... 12.1 9.0 13.0 9.2 15.6 +d 3 Variable data. d3 slightly hi .93 
(1.02) 
d1- d3 omitted, Y=1l .3, S=6.8 Oir'l, 9.5- 12.9 5(15) 11.8 11.5 " 12.1 10.0" ill 6.9 +d2 1.01 
d)-d3 omitted: Y=11.1 ,5=6 .4 5(13) 13.6 9.8*>;' 13.3 8.8 ** 12.5 5.9*** +d l ,+d 2 ,+d3 d) - d3 omitted: Y=ill,5=2.4 1.06 
5(15) ~ 15.7 4.6 15.7 4.7 14.0· - +d4 Variable data. Oir'l: 3.7-5.3 2.56 
5(10) 3.49 11.2 3.55 11.3 ~ 7.5 +d2 St. 19(10) omitted. d5 slightly hi 1.05 
5()5) 44.4 )0.5 ' ~ 10.0 46.5 10.8 - d) ,-d4 Alternative: +d2 ,+d3,+d5 .83 
Only d1 and d3 available 3(7) 44.6 5.8' ill 3.9 47.8 3.6 - d J .82 
Difficult choice 3(8) 48.5 8.1 • 50.8 7.8' 45.3 2.5 +d2 .93 
d2 slightly 10. 3(8) 22.8 9.1 22.2 9.7 21.3 18.5 0 .73 
3(8) 11.3 )0.0 11.6 8.6 11.4 1.4 0 St. 36 hi 
.93 
d1 slightly hi . 3(9) 22.8 7.2 22.9 8.3 21.5 8.8 0 d2 slightly hi .90 
Slightly dir'l: 15- 18 3(8) 16.2 6.8 15.7 3.8 16.1 6.0 0 1.01 
Oir'l: 3.1-4.6 3(8) 
..i:Q.. 4.8 3.9 3.3 3.8 2.4 0 Slope slightly steep 1.06 
3(9) 9.3 8.2 9.5 8.4 9.1 3.5 0 d2 slightly hi .72 
Slightly dir'l, 11.7- 14.7 3(8) 10.4 10.1 10.6 10.0 11.1 15.2 0 Variable data 
.83 
Large scatter in d.3 3(7) 8.4 11.1 7.9 11.3 7.7 20.1 0 St. 37(10) omitted: Y=8.8,5=7.4 .83 
(.85) 
._-------
-I I 
TABLE A2. CBM, L02/LH 2. SUMMARY OF ALTERNATIVE KINGERY F ITS 
PRESSURE IMPULSE 
Avail. All d's d1 0mitted 
d1,d2 Avail. All d's d1 0mitted 
d1,dz Data Omitted Data Omitted Test d', d's 
W LID 0010 No. (St's) Yp Sp% Yp Sp% Yp Sp% Bias Comments (St',) YI SI% YI SI% YI SI% Bias Comments YI/Y p 
200 1.8 .45 090 3(7) 18.3 10.3 19.1 11.4 21.9 19.7 0 St. 37 (hi) omitted: Y~17.5, S-3.5 3(7) 25 .5 18.7" 24.3 21.1""''' 34.3 8.3 -d2 d2 very 10 1.96 
118 3(9) 8.4 8.5'" 9.5 3.0 9.5 2.7 -d1 3(9) 27.5 7.6 28.7 5.9 27.3 2.5 +d2 d2 slightly hi 2.88 
200 4(10) 6.0 12.0 5.9 13 .9 5.0 11.4 0 Variable data 4(10) 15.9 17.9· 15.4 20.1" 16.3 27.2' 
-d3,+d4 St. 37(10) and 28(hi) omitted: Y~15.7, S~11.2 2.62 
091 3(8) 6.5 8.6 6.9 10.3 6.6 19.2 0 3(8) 16.6 8.9 17.2 5.0 16.5 5.9 0 St. 25(10) omitted: Y~17.3, S~4.9 2.65 
199 4(11) 4.2 4.9 4.3 4.9 4.4 6.1 0 4(10) 9.5 13.1 9.3 13.0' 8.5 9.4' -d3 St. 16(10) omitted . Bend 2.26 
053 3(8) 1.7 20.5 2.1 5.6 2.2 6.2 -d1 (?) St. 15 (10) omitted: Y~2 . 0, S=6.0 3(6) 4.7 9.9 5.1 1.0 5.1 1.1 -d1 2.54 
(2.49) 
1,000 1.8 .45 213 5(14) 19.8 14.8 20.7 12.9 23.3 9.5 
-d1,-d2 Variable data 5(14) 28.2 18.8'" 30.8 15.2" 34.5 8.4 -d1,-d2 1.48 
212 4(11) 2.2 15.8 ' 2.3 18.0" 3.2 12.1 
-d1,-d2 d4,omitted , ha, Y~24.3 4(10) 23.3 15.6 24.0 17.2 24.9 19.9 +d4 d4 (St. 28,38) omitted: Y=21.3, S~11 . 5. Dir' l 6.67 
265 5(15) 2.6 19.1 ' 2.9 15.4 ' 3.4 12.1 
-d1,-d2 5(14) 11.8 33.3 13.7 19.8 13.8 7.5' ? d l and d2 variable. d3 andd4 , lightly hi 4.03 
210 4(12) 1.4 16.9 1.5 11.2 1.6 8.6 
- d1,-d2 Dir 'l: 1.1-2.0 4(12) 10.2 10.9 10.6 10.8 10.5 12.7 0 d3 , lightly hi 6.27 
(4.61) 
25,000 1.8 .45 277 5(15) .09 28.2 .08 26.4 .08 27.3 ? Dir'l: .05-.15 5(15) .18 11.0 .17 9.7 .18 8.8 ? 2.02 
279 2(6) .05 5.7 
-- -- - - -- -- No d1- d3 2(6) .15 24.0 -- -- - - -- -- No dl -d3 3.15 
281 1(3) .05 -- -- -- -- - - -- No dl -d4 1(3) .13 17.1 -- -- - - -- -- No d1-d4 2.49 
(2.55) 
91,000 2 .083 SIV 5(10) 2.44 17.2'" 2.77 9.1" 2.90 9.7*' 
-d l ,-d2,-d3 d1-d3 omitted: Y~3 .26, S=7.6 4(6) 5.25 14.9 5.69 7.6 5.76 8.6 -d1 No d3 1.75 
200 ( 1.8 .45J 172 3(5) 25.3 12.1 " 30.0 4.8 31.9 - - -d1 3(5) 36.6 4.5 37.5 3.1 36.8 2.5 0 d1 slightly 10, d2 slightly hi 1.22 
2/3 Full 167 3(6) 16.7 19.1**' 21.8 8.5' 23.9 3.4 
- d1,-d2 3(5) 29 .2 5.6 28.7 6.8 27.9 5.1 0 d1 and d2 slightly hi 1.22 
200 1.8 1.0 050 3(6) 49.2 27.8**>1< 66.1 13.3 79.3 10.9 
-d1,- d2(?) Difficult choice 3(6) 95.9 13.0 104.5 7.6 106.4 13.0 .d l 1.32 
093 3(7) 23.4 9.0" 26.1 3.8 25 .8 4.0 -d l St. 36 (10) omitted 3(7) 40.4 7.7 41.0 5.1 39.8 5.8 0 1.55 
051 3(7) 11.9 22.1" 16.2 10.6 20 .3 
--
-dl 3(7) 21.6 7.7 22.1 10.4 23.4 -- 0 St. 16(hi) omitted: Y=20.7·', $=4.7 1.28 I 
200 5 .45 094 3(8) 21.8 12.1 20.0 8.1 19.4 5.0 0 Dir'l: 19·26 3(8) 28.7 4.9 28.2 5.7 27.6 6.0 0 d3 ,ligh tly 10 1.32 , 
138 3(6) 12.0 6.1 12.6 6.4 11.4 3.0 0 3(8) 21.3 5.0 20.9 5.2 20.0 4.9 0 1.78 
054 3(6) 2.7 17.2*·· 3.2 6.5" 3.8 4.9 
-d1,-d2 3(6) 7.4 4.6 7.5 4.5 7.6 7.1 0 1.95 
055 3(8) .9 21.2" 1.2 9.0 1.4 7.5 -dJ Dir'l: .9-1.5 3(8) 1.1 13.1 1.2 10.8 1.2 17.8 -d1 Dir'l: 1.0-1.4 .98 
200 5 1.0 092b 3(9) 13.1 25 .7*** 18.6 10.4 20.1 10.7 -d l d1 and St. 37 omitted: Y=17 .7, S=7.5 3(9) 30.4 10.8 32.7 8.4 33.6 9.6 -d l 1.85 
092a 3(9) 3.5 7.7 3.5 6.4 3.5 7.2 0 3(9) 5.8 11.3" 5.5 11.2' 4.9 5.0 +d1,+d2 1.39 
052 3(8) 4.7 17.7" 6.1 4.3 5.9 4.0 - d1 3(8) 5.8 9.0 6.1 7.7 6.6 9.7 0 d1 slightly 10 .94 
057 3(8) .7 19.3' .95 12.1 1.1 8.3 -d1 3(8) 1.1 13.0' 1.2 2.9 1.2 2.9 - dJ 1.32 
200 1.8 .083 169 3(6) 9.0 6.0 8.6 5.4 9.4 3.3 0 3(6) 19.7 3.1 19.6 3.2' 19.0 2.5 0 2.J9 
173 3(7) 5.4 7.1 5.5 7.5 6.0 8.8 0 3(7) 19.9 7.0 20 .8 4.6 20.9 6.4 - d1 3.83 
---'-----
(1.61) 
L 
TABLE A3. CBGS, L02/LH2, SUMMARY OF ALTERNATIVE KINGERY FITS 
PRESSURE IMPULSE 
Avail. All Dist's d l Omitted 
d l & d2 Avail . All Di,,'s dlOmitccd d1 & da Omitted Omitte Final jw(lbs) Iv (fps) Test No. Data (0) (1) ~ Bias Comments Data (0) (I) (2 Bias Comments d's d's YI/Yp sen's) Yp Sp% Yp ~p% Yp fS p% ("n's) YI , ~1'Ib YI SI% YI SI% 
200 44 230(SP) 5(15) 13.7 13.5 13.0 3.5 12.89 12.5 - d2 Directional effect (2) 5(15) 16.09 3.3 16.3 5.3 17.2 9.3 0 1.248 
197 4(11) 13.7 20.1 14.3 7.4 ~ 6.2 - d 2-d3 4(11) 17,07 6.9 17.2 7.6 17 .3 6.4 0 1.007 
231 5(14) 17.5 10.4 16.65 8.7 17.2 9.4 -d l -d2+dr d4 Directional effect (2) 5(14) 19.66 6.8 19.9 6.8 19.1 12.8 0 !.l81 
254 5(14) 20.34** 11.0 21.8*- 9.8 ill 7.9 d l iPoor fit at (2) also 5(14) 24.4- 8.6 25.9 4.9 25.81 3.3 -d l 1.053 
03 4(11) 22.94 16.6 24 .1 4.1 25.4 18.1 ~ I Large scaner at each d. 4(11) 25 .51 2.9 26.7 8 .0 27.4 I 9.7 0 1.112 
29 5( 14) 24.S*** 24.3 26 ,0*** 4.0 ~- 13.4 d l -d2 5( 14) 35.2 14.5 .34.0 14.9 ~ 12.2 +d l - d2- d3 dS is high; data erratic - convex 1.031 
52 5(14) 27.7' 10.5 29.3 0.3 ~ 8.1 - d l - d2 ITail ragged 5( 14) 30.3 8.9 31.3 7.3 30.04 5.1 - d l +d2 .922 
04 4(11) 35.8'-- 10.5 38.2--- 9.5 1i.QZ 4.4 -dr d2 4(11) 44.66 11.0 45.3-' 7.3 44 .9*' 9.2 0 d4 low; directional effeces 1.013 ~5 1 5(12) 38.5 21.7 36.8 9.6 44 .08 17.0 '-d l -d2- d 3 Sp.Y P = 51.16, Sp = 7.7% 5(13) 50 .6 6.7 ,51.65 5.3 52.0 6 .3 - d1 Sp: Y I = 53 .07, Sp = 5.8%: direct . eff'" k2J.Z. 
, . I AVERAGE ~ 
1000 44 2U (SP) 4(12) 4.94 13.3 5.2 8.7 6.1 19.0 -d2 +d4 4(12) 12.36 12.1 12.5 10.6 12.8* 12.1 0 d4 high 2.502 
266(SP) 5(14) 6.7 5.4 6.7 2.5 6 .76 2.4 - d l - d2 5(14) 14.4' 20.5 16.0 11.7 17.39 7.3 l-d l -d2 2.574 
264(SP) 5(14) 11.36 17.9 11.9 16.4 12.9- 11.1 0 Large scatter 5( 14) 18.1 17.5 19.26 15.8 20.3 17.0 - d l 1.695 
217 5(11) 17.9 52.1 15.73 9.0 15.1 41.4 - d l Sp. Y P = 28.22, Sp = 14.8% 5(10) 38.5 28.6 33.67 5.0 33.7 5.0 Few stat's and large scatter at d 1 & d2 1.193 
262 5(15) 28.7 25.7 29.2 8.3 36.86 6.3 - d l -d2-d3 5(15) 37 .8 13.2 35.6 10.5 38.15 8.2 +d l -d2 
I Extremely variable at d 1 
!.:Jl12 
J..ll!l.. 
5,000 44 289(SP) 5(13) 2.67 4.1 2.72 4.3 2.65 4.3 0 +<12 5(13) 3.87 3.5 3.9 3.7 3.8 2.9 0 1.449 
290(SP) 5(14) 2.27 13.7 2.33 4.3 2.15 11.0 -drf.d2+d3 Bulge at d2 and d3 d5 low( .85 avi. eff) 5(14) 4.83 13.2 4.78 12.5 4.46 10.1 +d l +d2 2.074 
288e 5(14) 10.11-- 12.0 11.14 9.9 11.37- 10.1 - d l +d2+d3 Sp. Yp= 10.17,Sp=7 .5% .5(14) 11.42 6.6 11.55 7.0 11.67 6.9 0 I 1.123 
Bulge at d3 ~ 
200 23 105(SP) 3(7) 6.04 5.6 6.0 7.3 5.9 4.0 0 3(7) 6.75 5.8 7.3 7.7 6.8 .95 +d2 I 1.119 
152 3(9) 11.0 12.7 fllJ!l! 1.5 13.3 8.4 - d l -d2 p irectional effect I 3(9) 13.67 6.3 13.5 7.3 13.4 10.0 0 I Directional effect !.l.ll 
153 3(9) 12.78 13.4 13.2 3.8 13.0 6.8 0 tJariable 
--
--
-- -- - -- --
No data !..J..ll 
184 3(6) 15.0 11.9 16.30 9.0 17.2 8.3 -d1 3(7) I 15.79 6.7 15.8 7.6 15 .0 2.6 0 .969 
225 5( 15) 15.6'-- 25 .0 19.0*** 9.3 23.8**'" U.S -dl -d2 :rhe fit is good at (2) I 5(15) 22 .9 ' 9.2 24.8' 11.1 26.31 9.0 -d l -d2 Variable: d5 high 1.104 
201 4(11) 26.0 14.4 25.0 3.5 22.1 8.4 0 4(11) 28.22 11.7 26.7 11.3 26.9 8.8 0 L.2l!l 
1l!.ll 
200 78 226(SP) 5(14) 26.2 36.0 24.8 2.9 37.04 12.5 -d l -d2 5(14) 34.41 10.7 35.1 10.6 35.3 9.7 0 .929 ,--
I SO 3(9) 27.8" 8.6 28.6-' 0.1 34.18 3.7 -d l -d2 3(9) , 34.77 4.0 35.1*· 2.6 34.0 2.1 0 1.017 
lSI 3(7) 28,2*** 16.7 35.18-' 6.0 41.7 -- - d l - d2 3(7) I 44.27 3.5 45.3' 2.1 44.4 1.4 0 1.259 
114 3(9) 41.4*** 20.3 52.01-' 7.1 58.5 2.8 -d l - 0,..d3 1 3(9) 49 .6' 5.7 51.84 4.5 50.4 5.6 - d l .997 
195 4(11) 74.1·"'* 47.0 84.7*** 3.5 176.0**' 23.3 o -d2",d4 Sp. Y P = 53.60. Sp = 24 .9% 4(11) 67,1*** .14.6 71.6*** 13.3 75.S*·· 14 .9 o d4 high Sp. Y I = 69.46, Sp = 17.1%, (used): l,;l2§, 
1 12.2 ! 
Sp. Y 1= 62.40, Sp = 10.1%. (pref'ble) ~ 1000 78 21S(SP) 5(15) 12.13 9.2 11.6 8.6 8.4 0 5(15) 22.9-- 7.0 22.9' - 7.0 24 .05 4.5 0 Significant directional effects 1.983 
1000 78 216(SP) 5(15) 5.48 9.6 5. 1 3.2 5.4 10.1 0 5(14) 9.3'- . 19.0 10.8 10.2 11.35 8.5 0 2.071 
200 597 079 4(11) 91.2 22 .4 91.2 2.4 90.36 18.9 +d 2(?) 4(11) 98.2 18.8 98.2 18.8 94.59 16.8 +d2(?) 1.047 
200 569 080 4( 11) 101.7 52.8 101.2 ~2.8 93.25 45.2 +d 2(?)1 4(11) 127.5 36.9 ' 127.5 36.9 !.!2J! 34.3 +d2(?) 1m 
1·~2,7 
TABLE A4. eBGS, L02/RP-l SUMMARY OF ALTERNATIVE KINGERY FITS 
-
PRESSURE IMPULSE 
All Dist's d1 0mitted 
d1 & d2 All Dist's d1 0mitted 
d1 & d2 
Avail. Omitted Avail. Omitted 
Data (0) (1) W Data (0) (1) (2) W(lbs) V(fps) Test No. d's Bias Comments d's Bias Comments Final 
(stn's) Yp Sp% Yp Sp% Yp ~p% (stn's) YI SI% YI SI% YI SI% YI/Y P 
200 44 232 5(10) 17.0** 20.3 15.1 .. * 20 .3 22.9 5.1 - d1- d2 5(10) 23.7 7.8 23.6 8.5 23.7 4.4 0 Scatter large ; 1 data point at d3 and d5 1.034 
208 4(9) 21.8* 37.8 28.5* 30.8 39.3* 22.2 
- d1-dZ-d3 d4 high 4(10) 43.7* 20.7 49.2 14.2 49.0 10.0 - d1 Directional effect at (0) and (1) 1.261 
249 5(14) 24.8** 20 .2 31.0* 12.9 35.0* 7.4 - d1- d 2 Large negative bias 5(15) 34.1 8.5 34.4 8.4 35.3 7.3 - d1-d2 Directional effect at (2) 1.009 
250 5(15) 35.3* 17.5 32.4** 25.4 43 .3 14.3 - d1- d2 Variable, d5 high 5(15) 35.8 16.1 36 .1 14.7 40.0 6.7 - d1- d2 LQ§1 
AVERAGE 1.096 
1000 44 218(SP) 5(14) 3.1 14 .9 2.9* 13.4 2.6 11.3 +d 2 d4 is l0w 5(12) 4.4 12.5 4.3 11.8 4.2 10.2 o ? 1.410 
219 5(14) 6.9 18 .5 7.0 19.6 ~ 13.0 - d1- d2- d3 5(15) 12.7 10.6 12.9 9.8 !l2 9.4 - d1- d2 Direct. effect at (I), (2) 1.588 
267 5(15) 37.6 54.5 43.5 42.4 51.9 12.3 - d1- d2 5(14) 58.7 9.7 61.3 13.5 65.9 12.0 - d2 1.132 I 
268 5(14) 47 .7* 17.0 48.5* 17.7 54.5* 16.8 - d1- d2- d3 d4 is high 5(14) 55.9 7.2 54.7 6.2 58.6 9.2 - d2 1.026 
220 4(10) 71.0 14.8 71.4 15.7 71.4 15.7 0 No data at d2 4(11) 87.7 7.8 88.7 7 .9 88.7 7.9 0 No data at d2; Direct. effect at (I ), (2) 1.ill 
1.278 
125 ,000 44 284(SP) 5(15) 1.3 9.4 li 7.5 1.2* 6.6 +d 1 Directional effect 5(14) 1.4 3.5 1.4 3.2 1.4 3.1 0 1.168 
285 5(13) 25.7* 16.7 26.1 ** 16.9 31.93 6.8 -d1- d2 good fit at last 3 dist's 5(13) 29.4 3.7 28.2 6.8 28.9 5.5 0 .922 
1.045 
= 200 23 096 3(9) 13.0 5.4 13.5 5.2 14.1 6.8 0 3(9) 12.8* 8.4 13.2* 9.4 12.0 4.2 o +d 2 Bulge at d2 1.0146
1 
248 5(15) 19.0 12.4 20 .3 10.4 21.7 10.0 0 5(15) 17.2 9.7 17 .5 9.1 17.7 10.4 0 Variable data ; directional effect (0), (I), (2 .903 
144 3(7) 21.5** 11.4 22.6*' 10.7 27.3 5.6 - d1- d2 3(9) 20 .6* 3.6 21.0 3.2 20.5 2.7 - d1 d2 slightly high .771 I 
202 4(12) 30.5 20. 1 33.0 15.7 38.0 9.4 - d1-d2 Variable 4(11) 36.7** 10.0 39.1 7.3 40.6* 5.9 -d1 1.030 
.930 
200 78 141(SP) 3(7) 4.4 6.5 4.4 7.0 4 .8 8.9 0 Directional effect 3(7) 5.2 12.6 Q 9.2 4.3 7.7 +d 1 Directional effect at (1) 1.064 
110 3(9) 18.3*** 9.8 20.6* 3.4 21.7 0.0 - d1 4(9) 28 .9 6.7 28.3 7.1 28.7 8.8 0 Directional effect at (0) 1.406 
207(SP) 4(11) 29.7 4.9 29.9 5.7 32.0 5.1 0 4(11) 32.2 2.6 34 .6 6.4 34.5 7.0 0 1.085 
205(SP) 4(11) 38.0** 8.1 39.8** 8.2 44.2 6.8 - d1- d2 4(11) 42.0 6.9 42 .1 6.0 41.7 * 6.8 0 d4 is high .950 
236 5(15) 32.3*** 33.2 43.5* 23 .0 54 .8 19.0 - d1- d2- d 3 Directional effect (2) 5(14) 49.6' 10.1 54.5 10.8 57.1 8.9 - d1- d2 Variable at d5; d5 high .995 
206 3(8) 67.3 8.7 67.3 8.7 67.5 10.6 0 3(8) 90.1 4.3 -- -- 88 .9 4.3 0 Directional effect at (2) 1.339 
1.140 I 
1000 78 190(SP) 4(11) 58.2* 23.7 63.6* 20.2 75.9 10.2 - d1- d2 4(10) 86.7** 30.0 79.6** 22.0 94.6 16.7 - d1- d2 1.246 
269A(SP) 5(14) 27.6*** 25.6 32.8*** 20.2 41.92** 8.3 - d1- d2 5(14) 38.1 9.2 39.0 5.0 40 .06 3.7 - d1- d2 Almost zero bias at d1 .956 I 
J.l 01 
200 526 075 4(11) 18.9 21.1 -- -- !ZJ!... 16.9 +d 2 4(11) 17.6 29.2 -- -- 15.7 25 .1 +<!z Significant directional effects .882 
523 077 4(11) 8.8 23 .9 -- -- Jl..1.. 23.5 +d~ 4(11) 17.1 19.7 -- -- 16.4 17.1 +d 2 1.885 
523 076 4(11) 38.9 56.2 -- -- 31.4 46.4 +d2 4(11) 47.9 33.4 -- -- 44.6 31.0 +d2 1.420 
518 078 4(11) 39.1 48.9 -- -- 37.3 35.3 +d2 4(11) 52.5 35 .7 -- -- 49.3 34.0 +dZ 1.322 
1.377 
-
TABLE AS - OVERALL SUMMARY OF DEPARTURES FROM KINGERY CURVES 
PRESSURE IMPULSE 
GEOMETRY! GENERAL QUALITATIVE DESCRIPTION FIGURE GENERAL QUALITATIVE DESCRIPTION FIGURE W VELOCITY TREND TREND 
200 NOMI NAL 0 ASP ( 2d1+d2 
HI GH YIELD TESTS HAVE Asl 
POSITIVE BIAS 
.-< 200 NON- ( 2d2 
POSITIVE BULGE FOR HIGH A6P 0 HIGH YIELD TESTS HAVE A61 ~ NOMINAL YIELD BULGES AND BENDS 
N 1,000 NOMINAl 
1-:l1-d2 
NEGATIVE BIAS FOR HIGH ASP ? BAD FITS- MIXED BlAS --0 Asl 
>-l YIELD NEGATIVE BIAS PLUS BEND 
'i. 25,000 FOR HIGHEST YIELD ~ 
u (NON SP) NOMINAL +d2,+d3 POSITIVE BULGE ASP +d2 POSITIVE BULGE Asl 
T ITAN -d1,-d2 NEGATIVE BIAS ASP +d2 SMALL POSITIVE BULGE Asl 
200 NOMINAL 0 SMALL NEGATIVE BI AS ON A7 P ? BAD FITS - MIXED BIAS. A7 1 
N 
:t 
SOME TESTS -<12 DIP FOR HIGHEST YLD 
~ 200 NON-
-d1 ,-d2 (?) 
LARGEST NEGATIVE BIAS A8 P I ~1 5 OF 15 TESTS WIT H A81 N NOMINAL FOR HIGHEST YIELD NEGATIVE BIAS 0 
>-l 1,000 NOMI NAL -d 1,-d2 
'i. NEGATIVE BIAS A7P ? MOSTLY BAD FITS- NEGATIVE A7 1 
o:l BIAS FOR HIGHEST YIELD TEST 
u 
SIV -d 1-d2-d3 LARGE NEGATIVE BIAS A7 P -d1 NEGATIVE BIAS A71 
200 44 -d1 ,-d2 NEGATIVE BIAS; -d3 FOR - 0 BIASES SLIGHT AND MIXED A161 HIGHEST YIELD 
1,000 44 I ~1 ,-d2,-d3 NEGATIVE BIAS FOR HIGH- A22P 0 BAD FITS- MIXED BIASES A111 N EST YIELD 
:t 
>-l 25 ,000 44 -d1,+d2?,+d3 POSITIVE BULGE A22P 0 BULGE FOR LOWEST YIELD A15 1 N 
0 
200 23 I ~l,-dP) >-l vi MIXED A23P 0 A181 
" ~ 200 78 -d1,-d2 LARGE NEGATIVE BIAS A23P 0 UNCERTAIN BIAS FOR HIGH- A181 U 
----- f-------1------ -------------- - ----- ~S! . ..Y...!F!P ________ 
---
200 HVI +d2(?) - +d2(?) A191 
200 44 -d1,-d2 NEGATIVE BIAS , WITH LARGE DIP AT d2 
A20P -d1,-d2 NEGATIVE BIAS A91 
1,000 44 -d1,-d2,:<i3(?) LARGE NEGATIVE BIAS A20P 0 POSSIBLE DIP AT d2 A101 
.-< 
25,000 44 -d1,-d2 NEGATIVE BIAS A20P 0 ~ A111 
N 200 23 ( ;1 ,-d2 NEGATIVE BIAS EXCEPT A21P 0 MIXED-NEGATIVE BIAS FOR A121 0 FOR LOW YIELDS HIGHEST YIELD >-l 
vi 
200 78 I :1,-d2 NEGATIVE BIAS AT INTER- A21P 0 POSSIBLE NEGATIVE BIAS " -~ MEDIATE YIELDS FOR INTERMEDIATE YIELDS U 
1,000 78 -d1,-d2 LARGE NEGATIVE BIAS - -d2 LARGE DIP FOR HIGHEST YIELD A131 
------------ ------ ------- - ---
----
----- ------------ r---
200 HVI +d2 SLIGHT POSITIVE BIAS - +d2 SLIGHT POSITIVE BIAS A141 (NO DATA AT d1 ) (NO DATA AT d1) 
--
E .
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| APPENDIX B
!
LEAST SQb_RES KINGERY FIT DERIVATIONS AND COMPUTER OUTPUT
!
Let the Kingery cverpressure curve be represented by
i
P = Kp( 1_3 ) (I)
WTI
where
It P = peak overpressure
d = distance
I! W T = equivalent weight of TNT
!i (i) can be rewritten in terms of (natural) logs:
[ y- K(x+_) c2)
where
li
_ y = log P
m_ x--= log d (3)
._ .a = -i/3 log WT
%
The function K(z), tabulate_ in reference 3 and
plotted in Figure AI, corresponds precisely (for P _ .5742) to
,_ ,[, the following eighth degree polynomial.
K(z) = 7.045 - l.g28z - .274z 2 - 0.66z 3 + .0065z 4  .048z5
_ .020z 6 + .003z7 - .0oo16z 8
k
|
2
_ m
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I
. Only very few overpressure measurements less than .5742 were
I recorded for the liquid propellant tests.
Given the observations (xi, yi) , i=l,..., N, the least
squares method of fit minimizes with respect to a the quantity*
i
N
I [Yi- K(xi+a)]2 (4)i=l
_ Differentiating and then equating to zero yields the following
equation to be solved for _ e.g., by Newton's iteration method.
... N
• 2 K'(xi+a)[Yi-K(xi+a] = 0 (5)
_ i=l
^
Substituting a into (4) and dividing by N-I (to allow for the
loss of one degree of freedom) gives the following estimate
i [_ for the variance of y about the Kingery curve:
N
Sy
i=l
Since dy = dP/P, or Oy - op/EP (where EP designates expected value
l of P), one can interpret Sy as the per cent standard deviation
Sy_S%.in P, i.e., _ p/
[
* Since, at different distances, relative errors are more
U comParable than absolute errors, deviations in the log.of'pressure,as impliedby (4), are more appropriate than deviations in the
actual pressure. Note also that if each observation is first
B converted to an equivalent yield (or to i) and the least squaresfit hen obtained, this procedure incorrectly minimizes the
horizontal deviations.
I m m, m
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I
_. If the random deviations from the Kingery^ curve are
| assumed to be (log) normally distributed, then a will be
approximately normal. Using the first term in the Taylor's
^
expansion of (6), the variance of a is given approximately by
2
a
I where
I z +fK'2(xi+&) - K"(xi+&)[Yi-K(xi+a)H = - L I (8)
%"- K,2(xi+& )I+ Z_
i
I- The interpretation as pe+" cent standard deviation is given by
" [i Sy% SWT% 3S_
_+ = __ (9)
+11 +
_ Approximate confidence limits for a can be obtained from (7)
in the usual manner using the t-dlstribution With N-I degrees
_.I_. of freedom.
A test of significance of .the Klngery fit can be
[i derlved, again in the usual manner, based upon the analysis' of variance. Let+
n i = number of stations at the Ith distance (i=l,...,k)
" = mean value of y's at the ith distance (i=l,...,k)Yi.
" Then the within error, Oy 2 from stations at the same distance,l
is estimated by
I!
- ---_"--_ -'_'-m_-,lllmllll I | I 1 II
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I_ N k
I" y,w =i YJ -_i--IniYi" (I0)
I" where
k
i Z. N = ni
i=l
2/ _y2 is exactly X2 distributed wlth
If the yj are _ormal, Sy,w
N-k degrees of freedom. An estimate of the between error, due
to the Kingery fit, is
i_ Sy'b = k-_ n [yi.-K(xi+a)]2 (ll)i=l
• This quantity is approximately independent of Sy,w ; moreover,
if the Kingery curve is appropriate (i.e., null hypothesis true),
• then Sy b /ay is approximately X distributed with k-i degreesZr
r of freedom. It follows that the F-ratlo
_ 2
' Sy,w
4 will be an approximate test of goodness of fit.
Note that Sy,w estimates the "true" random error,
wherea_ Sy in equation (6) includes also the error in fit.
[ PoollnE(6)of overalltheseiS catter:approximatelythe same as the estimate in
Sy2 2 2]
*_ _[(N'k)Sy,w + (k-l)Sy,b
1969031456-124
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^ The test for significance of direction is similar.
I Let a v (v=1,2,3) be the Kingery estimate for each of the three
directions separately, Hv the corresponding precision factor
I from equation (8), and E the weighted average
3 B
I E = _ Hvav/_ H (13)
1 1
If now Syp represents the pooled scatter, i.e.,
I 2 3 N
S 1
I _-i I--i
I then the appropriate F-test Is given approximately by
_H(a-a) 2
1 ½ 1 (i_)
F(2,N-3) = 2
Sy ,P
The derivations for the least squares Kingery fit to
I the impulse data can be reduced to the overpressure case. Let
the Klngery impulse curve be represented by
I
I or, taking (natural) logs, i
I y = J(x+a) - a i
I
I
1969031456-125
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: where now y = log I. Then the previous formulas hold with
|" K(x+a) replaced by J(x+a)-a, K' by J'-l, and K" by J". The
i I_ tabulation of J(z) in reference 4 has been plotted in Figure A2.
3+ The following quadratic approximation (shown as the dashed
I_ curve in Figure A2) was used in the computations.
J(z) - 3.998049 - .7620427z - .0285779z 2
I_ The approximation is very good except for the initial portion
of the curve. However, very few observations were in this
;" [ gi
_++ re on.
_+[
i['2_
_.!,|
I
+ <+ I
._ !
i[
+[
I
i
I
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Description of Computer Output m
Figures BIP (pressure) and BlI (impulse) illustrate
the computer output for test number 278, the example used in
_" Appendix A. Since five separate least squares fits are per-forme for both _ressure and impuls , it is convenient to
define the "standard output" (SO) as follows:
i
S.D.P% = Sp% = 8y = per cent standard deviation of scatterI-
|- about the Kingery curve (equation (6))
I_ S.D.Y% = Sy% = 3 Sa " per cent standard deviation of
|_ estimate of Y (equations (7) - (9))
YU - upper 95% confidence limit for Y
I_ _ yetN-l, 2.5% (3 S&)**
YL = lower 95% confidence limit
-tN_l, 2.5%(3 S.)a
= Ye .
N = number of stations used to fit the Kingery curve
[i
N-EQUIV a - H (equation (8))
*Copies of the computer output for all tests can be made 1
I_ available.
**If F(t) is the distribution function of the t-distribution , :
_lth v degrees of freedom, then t p is defined by F(tv, P) " 1-P
aThe N-EQUIV nomenclature arises from _r_i_ with the
• well-known equation for the standard deviat_n of the mean of
! _ N observations. Compare footnote on pa_e Aq of Appendix _. ,
1969081456-127
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i The program contains the options of externallydesignating certain stations to be omitted, or of performing
successive preliminary runs to internally omit significantly
extreme obse_'vations, or both, or neither. The print-out for
I each preliminary run shows, besides the SO, the external and
additional internal stations* that have been omitted, the
pressures for each of the remaining stations, and the normalized
I deviations defined by
Yi-K(xi+a)
I tl = S
Y
I '",4'"
Significant deviations (i.e., Itll • tN_l, P) are asterisked.
I (*) is used for P = 2.5%, and (**) for P - i%. If no observa-tions show significant deviation, the next run is the final one.
. The output for the final run consiqts of: new internalstations omitted, SO, individual stations and pressures, and
normalized deviations. To aid in plotting the Kingery fit, the
pressures PK at various distances d, together with 90% upper
I._ and ".ower confidence limits, are given. These are calculated
",-.m
I?
PK = eK(ind + _1
<_ K(lnd + a + tN_l, 5%S i)
c PKU
A
K(Ind + a - tN_I,5_S:).
K PKL " •
l *A 2-digit station code, identical to URn', is used. The
first digit refers to direction: 1 for -60 @, 2 for +600a 3 for
I 180 °. The second digit refers to distance: 5 " 23 ft, 6 37 ft,
i
7 - 67 ft, 8 - 117 ft, 9 - 200 ft, 0 - 335 ft, 1 - 600 ft.
i.|
!
1
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I Next, the F-ratlo value which tests gnodness of the
Kingery fit is given _equation (12)), together _Ith the
appropriate degrees of freedom. The square root of numerator
I (representing the fit error Sy,b) and denominator (represent-
In& pure error Sy,w) are also shown. Signtflcsnce is deter-
mined from tabulated values for F.i
Finally, the existence of any di_ectlonaA effect is
ascertained. First are shown the SO for each direction and the
I average (using equations (13) and (14)), followed by the value
of the F-ratlo (equation (15)).
I The output for _i,e impulse analysis is Idontlcal tothe pressure.
I
(
[
I!
r
I
[
n
U
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I TABLE B1P-COMPUTER OUTPUT FOR TEST 278- PRE_URE
; STANDARD OUTPUT OF ESTIMATES:
I SO: ( Y , S.D.P_ , S.D,Y_ , YU , YL , N , U-E_UIV}LN(TNT),
l
OVERALL ESTIMATE/_RELIMINARY RUN:
I SO: ( .11377+00 .26625-00 .12448+00 .1_18-00 .9126-N1 1_ .7953+01 ._117+02)
i
(STATION,PRESS. ,NORMALIZED DEVIATION)
(27 42.0-.;610-00 )(37 47.0-.3851-nl )(18 16.0 ._RwO-O0 )(28 18.0 .9263-00 )
I (30 18.0 .9263-00 )(19 5.6 .3062-00 )(29 5.9 .5022-00 )(39 5.7 .3727-00 )
t (10 2.3-.8059-01 )(20 2.5 .2326-00 )(30 1.7-.1216+01 )(11 1.1 .130B-01 )(21 .5-.29;8+01.*)(31 1.0-.34;9-00 )(
-- OVERALL ESTIMATEIPRELIMINARY RUN:So: ( .12254+00 .1529w-00 .72073-01 .1393-00 .107B+00 13 .B027 | .W053+02)
_ (STATION,PRESS. ,NORMALIZED DEVIATION)
' (27 42.0-.1171+01 }(37 _7.0-.4353-00 )(1B 16.0 .5099-00 )(28 1B.O .1280+01 )
(38 18.0 .1280+01 )(19 5.6 .E591-00 )(29 5.9 .6003-00 )(39 5.7 .37_8-00 )
(10 2.3-.3659-00 )(20 2.5 .1793-00 )(39 1.7-.23;2 `x1.1-.1825-00 )
- (31 1.0-.8057-00 )(
; k _ OVERALL ESTIMATE/FINAL RUN:
; II_TERNAL STATIONS OMITTED - 21 30
• SO: ( .12735-00 .1151B+00 .55531-01 .1_07-00 .1153+00 12 ._066+01 .3872+02)
;_ {_.! (STATION,PRESS. ,NORMALIZED DEVIATION)
{ (27 _2.0-.1809 !\x )(37_7.0-.8323-00 )(18 16.0 ._6_-00 )(28 1e.O .IW69 , p )
(3B 18.0 .1_69+01 )(19 5.6 .1537-00 )(29 5.9 .6067-00 )(39 5.7 .3073-00 )
; (
"'_ KINGERY ESTIMATES.UPPER.LOWER
" 67.0 .51728930+02 .50037599+02 .5_77_30+02
_ 117.0 .15198108+02 .IW701190 | .15711822 ¤(I[, ; 200 .5S017622+01.5321876,'01.56B77283+01
: _ 335.0 .2_7663;3+01 .23956582+01 .25603475+01
_:; 60_.0 .11_97_20+01 .11121500+01 .118860_7+01
: GOODNESS OF KINGERY FIT: F( _p 7)=( .17388-00/ .59762"01)_2= .G_656+01
" (_.lXmS"'*)DIRECTIONAL ESTIMATES (50):
-60 ( .1265_-00 .5G706-01 .53691-01 .1_36-00 .1115+00 • .B059 + € .1076+02)
180 ( .12777"00 .13967"00 *21273+00 .1666"00 .9800"01 • .8069+01 .1362+02)
AVE ( .12736-00 .12731-00 .61382-01 .1_25"00 .1138  | 12.8066  Œ .387_+02)
SIGNIFICANCE OF DIRECTION: F( 2. q)= .22360"02 (P>3)
I
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TABLE Bll- COMPUTER OUTPUT FOR TEST 278 - IMPULSE
STANDARD OUTPUT OF ESTIMATES:( SO: ( Y p S,D°P_ _ S,D,YS p YU _ YL p N p LtJ(TNT)e N-EGUIV)
OVERALL ESTIMATE/PRELIkiINARY RUN:
l
l SO: ( .115.2 $„ .28939-00.12521-00 .1q38-00 .9202-01 13 .796_+01 .q808+02)
(STATIONflMPLSE .NORMALIZED DEVIATION)
(37287.0 .8867-00 )(18170o0 .746q-00 )(281_9.0 °2908-00 )(3817_.0 -8268-00 )
i, (19 92.0 °2881-00 )(29 9_.0 .362_-00 )(39 98°0 .506_-00 )(10 52°0-.2961-01 )
(29 52.0-.2961-01 )(3C 39.0-o102_+01 )(11 51°0 .11_9 x )(2113.0-.2888+01.*}
(31 31,0 ,11q9+00 )([-• OVERALL ESTIMATE/PRELIMINARY RUN:
. SC: ( .12869-00 °1q908-00 .67371-01 .1_52-00 °11q0+00 12 °8076+01 ._07+02)
(STATIONplNPLS£ PNORM_LIZED DEVIATION)(37287.0 .1257+01 )(18170.0 .9767-00 )(281q9.0 .922q-01 )(3817_.0 -1133  h )
(19 92.0 .7920-01 )(29 9q.O .2235-00 )(39 98.0 .5030-00 )(10 52.0--5qq8-00 )
: F" (20 52.0-.5_8-00 )(30 39.0-.2q75 TP| )(1131.0-.2727-00 )(31 31.0-.2727-00 )
_.. (
OVERALL ESTIMATE/FINAL RUN=
INTERNAL STATIONS OMITTED - 21 30
_ SO: ( .1357_-0U .97788-01 .q623_-01 .1_76-00 .12_8  .8130+01 .q026+02)
(STATIONwIMPLS£ pNORMALIZED DEVIATION)
_ r _ (_7287.0 .1580+01 )(18170.0 .11,7+01 )(281q9.0-.2010-00 )(3817_.0 .1385+01 )
L_ (19 92.0-.2265-00 )(29 9_.0-.65_8-02 )(59 98.0 ._196-00 )(10 52.0-.1183+01 )
(20 52.0-.1183+01 )(11 31.0-.77_5-00 )(31 31.0-.77q5-00 )(
_- KINGERY ESTIMATESeUPPER_LOWER
_ |' O PK PKL PKU
._ 67.0 .2q59038_+03 o23913011 | .252869q_+03
; 117.0 .15195803+03 .lq777216 | .156262_8+03
_ 200.0 .9_060210+02 .91_6920_ P€ .9672_6100(i [; 335 583785 5 56770_ 6+02 .60032176 T6 33,38881 „ .32517765+02,3_386089+02
GOODNESS OF KINGERY FIT: F( ;_ 6)=( .1_10_-00/ .51730-01)t_2= .?_332+01
I: DIRECTIONAL ESTIMATES (SO): iP-.02**)
"60 ( ,13022-00 ,98929-01 ,77026-01 .1561-00 ,1086  p _,8088 + € ,1_85+02)[- 60 ( .12631-00 .61128-01 .55_00-01 1_85-00 .107q ._058 , „ ,1096+07)e
AVE ( .1357_-00 ,9q_03-01 ._63_-01 .1_75-00 .12;9+00 11 .8130+01 ,_026+02)
SIGNIFICANCE OF DIRECTION: F( 2, 8)= .13650+01 (P-.32)
I1
I
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APPENDIX C
DETAILED ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
t"
This appendix amplifies the summary analysis in
Section III of the report. For each of the four propellant-failure mode comblnatlcns, the following topics are discussed:
" I. Summary of data for individual tests
2. Correlation of yield and ignition time
3. Regression analysis
4. Comparison with URS[
Derivations of specialized statistical formulas used in 2 and 3
are given in Appendix D.
I. CBM, LO2/RP-1
E i. Summary of data
i I.i _. i
Using the yields obtained from the selection procedure
in Appendix A, Table Cl presents summary statistics from the
l computer output for the 200 lb., 1000 lb., and 25,000 lb. tests
_. at nominal geometry (L/D-I.8, Do/Dt--.45), and also the Titan !
test. For each test the standard output is given, i.e_, the i_
• _ least squares estimate of yield for stations not omitted, standard
,- I_ deviation of the scatter in percent, standard deviation of the
estimated yield in percent, upper and lower 95% confidence limits,
I total data available (distances and stations.), number of distances
B and stations omitted (number of additional "extreme" stations
omitted shown in parentheses), and URS' estimate of yield.
[ •Regarding type of ignition, X refers to an external
ignition source, either cap or squib. Ignition from other sources,
as described in Appendix-E of the URS report I, are explicitly
there is some uncertainty whether igni-
noted. Regarding Titan,
tion occurred before or after tank rupture (see Section llI, p. i0
_' footnote). The symbol SP In_icates a spurious te_;t. As noted in
;ii: 1 Section l]I, such tests encountered unusual co:Idltions whi_" led
1 to premature self-ignition. For 200 and I000 Ibs. none w_re exter-
-_ nally ignited. For 25,000 Iba. conditions such as diaphragm rupture,
1 possibly small orifice (test 275), etc., occurred.
1
I
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" IgNition times and URS taken from the _RSyields
are
report. I However, the values in the various tables did n_t always
agree. The principal discrepancies are-noted at tbe end of this
_" appendix. :
For each test in Table Cl the first llne refers to
pressure and the second to impulse. Plots of pressure andimpulse were given in Figures A5P and A5I, along with the
least squares Kingery fits and departures therefrom. Of
special significance is the fact that the magnitude of the
I" Titan response was about the same as for the two (non-spurious)25,000 lb. tests.
i_ Figure C1 presents a scatter diagram of impulseyield vs. pressure yield. For the 200 lb. tests, ncluding
non-nominal geometry tests, the average ratio YI/Yp was .87.
[_ For larger weights, the ratio is approximately unity.
1.2 Geometry
[_ The statistics of yield for the lb.20O non-nominal
geometry tests are presented in Table C2, and distance plots
_n Figures A6P and A6I. Except for test No. 240 (two-thirds
f,'ll), data was available at only three distances.
Exceptionally high yields of 46 - 56% were obtained
_ for the two partially full tests and for test No. 042, with
_ L/D=I.8 and Do/Dt=l.0. These tests also generally showed
_ severe departures from the Kingery curve_ (see Appendix A).
2. Correlation with Ignition Time
r The dependence of yield Y upon ignition time t, as
|3 discussed in Section II of the report, was a principal area
m= investigated by URS--in fact, the URS prediction equation
__ (paragraph 4 below) assumes that ignition time scales geometrically.The computed correlations r and regression slopes b are shown
in Table C3 both for logs of yield and time, as well as w_thout
taking logs. In the former case departure of b from unity Indi-
cates roughly the extent to Which mixing is nonlinear.
The correlations in Table C3 should be viewed with
caution. Because of the small number of tests in each category,
E"_ slight departures from llnearlty may lead to very large confidencelimits.* Conversely, spuriously high correlations are not unusual.
For these reasons, it is necessary to rely also on visual inter-
E pretation of the Y vs. t plots in Figures IP and ii.
B *The 90% confidence limits, rU and rL, assume ignition _imeto be nonrandom (see Appendix D2).
1
I
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2.1 Weight
The 200 lb. tests show good correlation, especially
._ for pressure yields, and with a log slope not too different from
Ii unity. However, there is considerable variation at intermediateignition times (120-127 msec.) with the three largest yields
being l_atherclose to one another. These together are treated
. below as representative of maximum yield.
The scatter is large at I000 ibs. with resulting low
correlation, while at 25,000 lbs. t was not varied. Hence for
!i these weights one cannot meaningfully estimate the dependence ofY on t. However, if yield is assumed to be proportional to t,
then a plot of Y/t vs. W should give some idea of scaling with
L |_ W. Using the high yield tests, the results are shown in
_ I: Figures C2P and C2I. The fall-off is seen to be considerably
_; faster than W1/3
,,. , even with Titan excluded.
': 2 2 Geometry
'_; ,,. Correlation with ignition time was good for all three
| non-nominal cases. (For 2/3 full t was not varled.) However,
_ the mixing rate was not constant for Do/Dt=l, as evidenced by
a_
_i", n_ the departure from unity of the log log slope b. The values
_"_ L o_ b from Table C3 are summarized below•
Do/Dt i•8 5•0
•45 .74 .80
1.31 .17
._,. _] 1.o 1.27 .o8
i IT Maximum ignition times, tabulated below, were greater
than for nominal geometry in all cases except 2/3 full•
L/D
D°/Dt _ll 1•8 5•0
• 45 156, 145 220
1.0 290 380, 316
i ,
|
1
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I For this table the interaction term (see 3.2) turns out to beve y small.
3. Regression
The statistical regression analysis for weight is
performed separately from geometry (or velocity in the case of
i" CBGS, LO2/LH2). Although this greatly simplifies the analysis
and interpretation of results, a slight inconsistency in the
o regression value for the nominal condition may occur. Formulas
I derived in D3 for the corrections to the
are Appendix single
variable regressions which yield the Joint regression on both
variables.
The analysis for the geometry variables turns out to
require merely the determination of main effects and interaction
I! without performing a least squares analysis.
Logs of the variables are used in the regression
analysis since relative errors in the estimated yields are more
" comparable than absolute errors, in addition, logs arise
naturally when attempting to determine scaling over a weight
range of several orders of magnitude.
_ I_ Prediction limits for the regression line are also
, determined. The distinction between confidence limits and
|_ prediction limits is that the former pertains only to errors
|_ in the regression line (the mean and the slope), whereas thelatter includes in addition the test-to-test variation, as
estimated by the scatter about the regression llne. Both pre-
' _ diction and confidence limits are asymptotic to the line through
_ the center of gravity of the observations and using the upper
confidence estimate of slope (Appendix DI). Thus the latter
• I" determines how fast the prediction limit for yield falls off
I for large weight; this depends of course upon the probability
'i level selected.il ; 3.1 Weight
Several alternative regressions have been performed--using
I- high yield tests, or all tests (except the spurious 25,000 lb.test No. 275), each with and without the Titan. Results are
sun_narized in Table C4, which lists the scatter (ay%), the
" regression constants (A,B), 90% and 95% prediction asymptotes
_, (Aa B. etc ) and expected yields and prediction limits•90' 90' " '
for 94,000 Ibs. and 4.6 x 106 ibs. The most relevant regressionshave been plotted in Figures 2P and 21.
U
U
I
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' Using high yield tests only (three at 200 Ibs., one at
:,_ I000 Ibs.*, two at 25,000 Ibs.) and excluding Titan, the scatter
I- is quite small and the 95% confidence slope of .12-.18 is still
L appreciable. Note chat the observed yield for i000 Ibs. is con-
siderably below the regression line. The expected yield for
_. 94,000 ibs. is 8-9% compared with 3.3% observed for the Titan
t test. The fact that observed impulse yields at 200 ].bs. are less
• than pressure yields leads to a shallower regression slope and a
larger expected yield fcr large weights. Moreover, since the
I regression scatter for impulse is greater than for pressure, thediff rence betwe n the prediction limi s is widened further.
_ I" With Titan included in the regression,** the slope
I becomes much steeper. Although the scatter increases appreciably
._ the 95% prediction limits remain lower than when Titan is omltted.
• |i If Farber's theory of critical volume for seif-ignitlon
is assumed to be correct, then in Figure 2 the intersection point
of the line (with slope unity) Joining the self-ignlted 25,000
and 94,000 lb. points, and the line through the non-self-ignited;: 200 lb. and I000 lb. points, should provide a rough estimate of
; critical weight for _elf-ignition. This turns out to be approx-
imately 1___000-2n,000 ibs., which compares with Farber's estimate
_ of 2,800 Ibs.
The rugression llne using all tests shows very large
_. scatter and with essentially flat 95% confidence slope. This
Kz regression is probably not too meaningful, since it depends upon
the number of controlled low ignition time tests performed.
[i 3.2 GeometryJ
._ ._ The yields for non-nominal geometry conditions were
!lJ previously plotted in Figures 3P and 31. Since the data is notsufficient to determine the dependence of the mixing function
*In principle, the high yield tests for each weight should
_ be statistically comparable. At maximum ignition time, poorreproducibility occurs only at i000 lb. In this case, selection
of the largest of the three yields seems to offer the most meaningful
analysis.[. **Because of the large uncertainties (see Section 3.2 and
4), no adjustment is made for _he different Titan geometr7 and
] ullage conditions. Also, actual propellant weight for the Titantest of 94,000 lbs. is used r ther than full weisht of
170,000 lbs.
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I_ upon geometry, a direct analysis of the high yield tests seems
to be the best couz,se. These are tabulated below.
. _L/D
! Do/D t _ 1.8 5.0
i 31.5 25.3 28.4•45 26.9 22.8 24.9
!
The following qualitative trends are apparent:
1. When the orifice increases to Do/Dt=l, yield increases
substantially, by over 50%.
2. When tank geometry increases to L/D=5, yield decreases
moderately, by about 15-20%.
! _ 3. When both L/D=5 and Do/Dt=I, the yield is very low,
•. less than half the nominal.
The statistical analysis of the above 2 x 2 factorial
'_ design is straightforward* and can be expressed i_ terms of the
_'_._ main effect L of L/D, the main effect D of Do/D t, and the inter-
action term LD. These main effecSs are calculated from the row
i m and column averages shown in the table. For example, for pressure
_ yields one gets
(19.0 - 40.1) = -10.5L II
L
i *For the nominal case the average of the three high yield
tests has been used. The Joint regression of yield on both
weight and geometry requires that
the r_lnal value be replaced
by that derived from the simple regression of yield on weight
(see Appendix D). When the weight regresslon uses only high
yields, the nominal yield decreases by one when Titan is excluded,
and increases by one when included.
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.M The interaction is obtained from
LD = (31.5 - 25.3) - (48.7 - 12.7) ---7.4
I
• These quantities can be incorporated into a regression equation,
which is actually equivalent to the usua' two way interpolation
_ formula.
Yp- 29.6- 10.5 - 7.4 _._"
--7.3 + 5.6 L/D + 61.6 Do/Dt - 16.9 L/D • Do/Dt (*)
Y_--26.2- 9.9| 1.6 + l'41 .275 I - 7"911.6 .275
t;
= -.3 L/D Do/Dt - 17.8 L/D • Do/Dt (,)
The interpolation also could be performed using logs of the
[_ variables or any other transformation, for example, (Do/Dr)2 ,the orifice a-ea ratio.
Since repeated tests for maximum yield were notconducted for all conditions, it is difficult to estimate the
statistical error in the above equations. Perhaps the best
1_ one can do is to assume that the scatter determined from thethree high yield nominal tests and the two tests at L/D=5,
Do/Dt-I applies generally.
[ The large interaction term in (*) can be consideredto result from an "unusual" yield for some one of the four
geometry conditions--probably L/D=5, Do/Dttl--and suggests a
i_ change mixing dynamics, states l, p.in USS (reference 5-57):
"The experimental results sugt_est that some slowdown .in mlxir_
may have occurred for the L/D of 5 case but that mixir_ is not
[; basically limited by . .. freezing (of the RP-1), but rather byJ the pressure buildup in the tank ... to a value greater than
the burstir_ pressure ..."
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i _ In any event, the change may not occur in the smooth
manner implied by the preceding equation (*), and may be
{ especially unsatisfactory for extrapolation outside the tested
range. + In fact, for small orlfices(Do/Dt<.45) one might prefer
to ignore the response at L/D=5, Do/Dt=l and use merely the
i linear interpolation formulas:
Yp = 31.5 - 6.2_ 3.2 + 17.2| T55 |i
= 21.0 - 1.95 L/D + 31.2 Do/D t
i IL/D_I.8 Do/Dr_.45 (**)
= 14.2 - !.3 L/D + 33.5 Do/D t
l-
For the Tltan geometry (L/D=4, Do/Dt-.1375) but with
W=200 ibs., one gets
Yp = 30.1 ' YI = 25.9 , equation (*)
f-
I_ Yp = 17.5 ' YI " 13.7 , equation (**)
i Depending whether or not the interaction term is
upon Included,
the decrease in yield with respect to nominal geometry is thus
either negligible or substantial.
Of the three geometry variables investigated, ullage
volume V u gave the largest increase in yield. The effect of
[_ Vu can be obtained by interpolating between the observed yields
for Vu-10% and Vu-40%. Figure C3 plots specific yields (i.e.,
1_ relative to actual propellant weight) and also the limiting yieldof 120%, assuming pe fect mixing for Vu=I00S. T ne for
impulse exceeds only slightly the limiting yield, while that for
i_ pressure is considerably above; URS' freehand curve is intermediateover almost the ntire range. The equations of the lines ar
YS,P " 161.5 Vu'710
Ys,x " 13o.1 Vu'686
I +Father's unpublished data f_am model studies may be _alevlmther_; unfortunately, the data do not a_ee with the Pyro _iela.
'4
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I_ If URS' procedure is adopted, Vu can be replaced by the effective
- ullage volume Vu_ef f (see paragraph _ below). The conversionfrom specific yield to nons ecific yield (i e., r lative t
tanks full) is glven simply by
i
Y : Ys " (1-Vu)/'9
I
Also, If normalized to unity for nominal conditions (Vu=Vu_eff=.l),
one gets the so-ca!led k-factors.
I... kI = 5.39 Vu_eff'686(l-Vu )
I__ URS' k curves are intermediate to these equations for
Vu_ef f < .75.
4. Comparison with URS
URS' prediction equation is given by
E 217)y = t,.(1 + T -(.869 - .092 L/D - .276 Do/Dt), for t < k-tma X (la)
Ymax = t_ax'(l + _!),(.869 - .092 L/D - 276 Do/Dt)-k(Vu,Ap r) (Ib)
i for t = tms x or t unknown
E Yield is thus the product of four factors, each of which depends
upon appropriate variables:
E - t /wI/3)1. Scaled ignition time t|=t/W 1/3 (or t_a x _ax
_ 2. Weight W
3. Geometry L/D, Do/D t
4. Ullage volume Vu and tank differential burst pressure
Apt (k-i for Vuul0_ and Apr-$5 psla)
n
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tmax, the time req_red for tank pressure to reach the Ourst
i pressure, depends upon geometry.
Consider first the effect of geometry and ignition
t_me in relation to the 200 lb. data. For W=200 equation (la)
_ becomes
t
I Y = ct (2)
_i where
c = .357(.87 - .092 L/D - .28 Do/D t) (3)
The n_erlcal values of c are:
_L/D
Do/Dt_ 1.8 5.0
.45 .207 .i02 (4)
I_ 1.0 .152 .0476
F
Although (2) ass_es yield proportional to t, Table C3 indicates
considerable deviation from proportionality, especially whenL/D=5 _d Do/Dt=l.0. This shows up in Table C5, which compares
the observed yields (both URS and least squares) with the yields
calculated from equation (2) usi_ the _served ignition timesand the values of c in (4).
With respect to equation (ib), under nominal 10% ullage,
[i URS uses the followi_ tma x values.
 olOt
f] .45 126 }94 (5)
, | ,,
1.0 252 333
,'
i
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I" These appear to be about 30 msec less than the observed maxima
(cf. 2.2 and Table C1 and C2). The corresponding maximum
" yields, obtained by multiplying the tabular values in (4) and(5_ are as follows. (URS estimated yields are shown in paren-
theses; Section III of the repolt or Tables C1 and C2 give the
|- least squares yields.)
- _/D
Do/D t _ 1.8 5.0
rL_
(3_) (23) (6)
I 1.0 38.4 15.8
(48) (12)
i
The agreement is not too good, especially for Do/Dt=l. Most
[_ likely this reflects the absence of an interaction term in thegeometry factor (3), since only negligible interaction appears
in the tma x values in (5).
|-
_[ It should be noted that URS recommends (Volume 3 of
_: the URS report) the use of Do/Dt=.45 in equations (la) and (ib)
_ _ when Do/Dt_.45 , and the use of Do/Dt=l when Do/Dt>.45, with
linear interpolation for L/D in (5) to determine tma x. This
procedure in effect bypasses the anomalous behavior of the data
[i noted above.
The tma x values in (5) are extrapolated by URS (under
_ nominal ullage conditions) to weights other
than 200 Ibs. through
• (W1200)113geometric scaling, i.e., multiplying by the factor
I Consider next the effect of W. Since, with one exception,
t was not varied for the 1000 and 25,000 lb. tests, the data apply
essentially to equation (lb). Substituting the nominal geometry
i l values (L/D'1.8, Do/Dr'.45, k'1) gives
Ymax • .58 t_a x (i + 2171W) (7)
i
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.
_ URS uses the estimate (cf. entry in (5) for nominal geometry)
t* = 21.5 (8)
max
!
or
t = 21.5 W 1/3 (9)
max
t
Actually, if one plots the observed tma x values (Figure C4)_
-- these appear to be better approximated by
. tma x = 33.9 W "275 (lU)
i Substituting (8) into (7) g_ves the hyperbola
I_ 217)Ymax = 12.5 (I + y (ii)
i This equation has been pre_oualy plotted in Figure 2I along with
the log log regressions for high yield tests. Comparison of the
E
i ,.
i
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observed and predicted maximum yields is shown below.
W Predicted Observed
[ log-log* Least Squares
1 YURS YP YI YURS YP YI
200 26.1 30.5 26.6 /32 31.0 22.1
I 32 30.6 26.8\35 33.0 31.8
1000 15.2 21.6 20.1 20 18.6 20.1
_ 13 10.Tf ll. Tf
I 14 lO.9f lO.8f
[/" 25,000 12.6 10.9 11.5 (1313 ll.lll'3 11.74
i!i-- *Titan excluded
li" fNot used in log-log regression
tc
i r_ Making due allowance for the differing estimates of
|_ yield, it would appear that t_le log io_ regression equation _ives
a slightly better fit. URS' estimate _f 12.5 for the hyoerbolic
parameter in (7) depends primarily on the five high yield I000
[_ and 25,000 lb. tests shown in the table.** The essential dif-erence is in the mode_ assumed. URS' hyperbolic equation
_ implies that Y is constant for large W (for W_I0,000, I+217/W_I),
[_ whereas the power law assumes constant scaling with weight.
L_
Finally, consider the effect of ullage volume V u.
il URS' treatment is similar to that outlined in paragraph 3.2.First, fro he two 40% ullage tests at 200 lb. and t e limiting
yield of 120%, a curve of specific yield vs. Vu was estimated
" (Figure C3). To allow for variable tank differential burst! pressure, Apr (i.e., burst pressure minus average initial pres-
sure), URS assumed that specific yield depends upon the number
of moles of evaporated gas required for tank pressure to reach
burst pressure, so that Ap r has the same effect as V u. Specifically,
**URS used the nonmaximum ignition time and non-nominal geometry
200 lb. data as well. But because of th_ nonlinear behavior of these
variables (see 3.2) this procedure decreases statistical precision in
predlcting_qximumylelds.
i
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I the effective ullage volume is defined by
I APr (12)
Vu-eff = 5_ Vu
!
| since for the test tanks APr=85 psia (LO 2 tank pressure 35-40 psia,
{ RP-1 tank pressure 15 psia, burst pressure ll5 psla). Vu_ef f is
{ then substituted for V u in determining specific yield.* Converting
to nonspecific yield and normalizing at Vu=Vu_eff-10% gives curves
I for the k factor as a function of Apr and V u.
In general, for large weights (i.e., 1 + 21?/W__l),
_ maximum yield is constant and related to the maximum yield for200 lbs. and nominal ullage (tabled in (6)) by
[
k (13)
Ymax - _ " Ymax(W=200, k=l)
When t is known, no ullage correction is applied.
i | _ However, in order to obtain the same limiting value as given by_ equation (ib), URS permits t to be (only) as large as k • tma x.
i' iF; It is of interest to apply the URS prediction equations
i[i to the conditions for the Titan test, namely W = 170,000 ibs.,
L/D-4, Do/Dt=.1375, Vu=50%,mm APt-B5 psla. Consider first the
[_ Ymax equation (ib). From (12) one gets Vu_eff=20.6%. URS'
estimate of k-.9 compares with the Values calculated from the
equations in paragraph 3 of kp=.93 and ki=.86. Replacing the
I_ actual Do/D t of .1375 by .45, and then interpolating in (5) for
L/D=4 gives t, ov=173 for W=200 lbs., or tmWax=29.6 (and also
tmax=29.6 (170,000! "J = 1640 msec which compares with the observed
t=842 msec).
I
mNote that the value of limiting ,,/leld, for perfect mixing,
will then depend upon Apr.
ImRP-i tank was two-thirds full (35,000 ibs.) and LO 2 tank
one-half full (59,000 lbs.); overall this is equlvalent to 55%
full.
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ti If ignition occurred after tank rupture, using
equation (Ib) gives Ymax = 29.6 (I) (.B77) (.9) - I0.0. m In
- case self-ignitlon tank rupture, then the
occurred before
observed t of 842 msec would be used with equation (la). One
gets Y = 15.2 (.B77) = 5.7. These predicted yields for Titan
{ are actually nonspecific yields, whereas the yields shown in
I Table C1 (pressure yield 3.27, impulse yield 3.42, URS yield
4) are specific yields relative to 94,000 lbs. propellant--for
{ nonspecific yield one should multiply by .55. Thus the pre-
! dicted yields are three to five times the observed yield.
Even if W=94,000 is used in (la), one gets a specific yield of
- 7.0 which is still more than twice the observed yield.
l i Finally, some mention should be made of URS' application
of impulse correction factors to their equivalent TNT weights,
I rangir_g from 1.3 for far distances (1.4 for LO2/LH 2) to 2.0 for
near distances. This procedure does not appear to agree wlth the
results obtained from the detailed study in Appendix A of departures
I" from the TNT Kingery curves.
E
WAlteroatively, one can use (14) ; however, linear interpolationin the table of yields in (6) is only approximate, giving
Ymax = (21_) " 21.7 m 9,S.
•
i
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.TABLE CI - CBM, LO2/RP-I, L:D : 1.8, Do]Dt : .45, SUMMARY OF TEST DATA
[ AVAILABLE DATATEST IGNITION y Sy% YU YL DATA OMI TED YURSNO. TYPE(I) TIME Sp(1)% d's, ST'NS d's, ST'NS
200 239 X or TR 156 31.03 7.9 4.5 33.7 ._.6 5d,14 Id,3 32
[ - .!2.13 3.2 2.0 23.0 21.3 5d,13 3d,7
{ 237 TR 127 30.58 12.4 5.7 33.8 27.6 5d,14 0 32
26.81 8.9 3.7 28.6 25.1 5d,14 0
" 101 X 145d 32.98 12.7 8.7 39.3 27.7 3d,9 ld,3 3531. 4 8.9 8.0 40.2 25.2 3d,9 2d,6
044 TR 120 17.82 9.0 5.1 19.6 16.2 3d,8 0 18
_ 15.54 5.0 5.5 22.0 11.0 3d,8 2d,6
095A X 120 17.61 7.6 4.1 19.0 16.3 3d,9 0 17
14.66 6.7 3.5 15.6 13.7 3d,9 0
238 X 85 15.99 7.6 4.0 17.2 14.9 5d.13 (2) 19
14.43 9.5 4.2 15.6 13.4 5<i,13 (1)
087A X 70 13.56 7.5 4.2 14.7 12.5 3d,9 0 16
15.00 6.3 3.3 16.0 14.2 3d,9 0
1000 193 X[ 2) 222 18.55 3.7 3.1 19.8 17.4 4_,10 2d 5 20
1_ 20.10 3.4 2.6 21.4 18.9 4d,ll 2d,6(1)270A X 225 10.68 9.4 4.5 11.6 9.9 5d,I5 (2) 13
11.74 6.1 3.6 12.6 11.0 5d,15 2d,6(2)
192 X(2) 216 10.94 5.6 5.8 12.5 9.6 4d,10 2d,6 1410.82 6.4 4.1 11.8 10.0 4d,10 ld,3(1)
209 X 121 9.51 5.7 2.7 10.0 9.1 4d,12 0 10
8.86 12.1 5.8 9.8 8.0 4d,12 (1)25000 282 TR 540 11.28 6.0 6.3 12.8 9.9 5d,13 3{i,7 13
11.37 6.9 3.6 12.1 10.6 5d,15 2d,6
_ 278 TR 530 11.11 6.4 7.3 13.2 9.4 5d,14 3d,8(2) 131.73 2.4 1.8 12.2 11.2 5d,13 3d,7(2)
275 SP(3) 515 1.19 10.3 7.8 1.4 1.0 5d,15 2d,6 4
4.64 15.7 6.3 5.2 4.2 5d,15 0
Li 940oo 301 (4) 842 3.27 8.8 6.0 3.7 2.9 5d,13 2d,4 4
3.42 7.5 5.2 3.8 3.1 5d,10 2d,4(1)
" (1) X = IGNITION BY CAP OK SQUIB
Tit = SELF-IGNITION AT OK AFTER TANK RUPTURE
'" (2) PROBABLE CAP IGNITION(3) SUSPECT ORIFICE TOO SMALL
(4) SOURCE OF IGNITION UNKNOWN
{ d MAJOR DISCREPANCY IN VALUES IN UKS APPENDIX E.
.C
i
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TABLE C5- COMPARISON BETWEEN URS PREDICTED AND OBSERVED YIELDS
! CBM, LOTJRPol. W = 200 LBS.
1
TEST L/D Do/D t t URS ESTIMATED YIELD % DEVIATION1
NO. PREDICTED YURS YP YI YURS YP YI
239 1.8 .45 156 32.2 32 31.0 22.1 + 0.6 + 3.9 +45.7
1: I• 237S 127 26.2 32 30.6 26.8 -18.1 -14.2 - 2.1
101 I 145 30.0 35 33.0 31.8 -14.3 - 9.2 - 5.9
[_ 044 120 24.8 18 17.8 15.5 +37.8 .39.1 +59.6
I
-" [
095AS 120 24.8 17 17.6 14.7 +45.9 +40.8 +69.1
1" I238 ' 85 17.5 19 16.0 14.4 -7.9 + 9.8 +21.7/
087A _ 70 14.5 16 13.6 15.1 -9.4 + 6.7 - 4.1
042 1.8 1.0 290 44.2 48 48.7 45.3 -7.9 - 9.2 - 2.5
,i 1 I 27t 086 100 15.2 14 12.1 11.3 +8.6
•_ ['-_, 100 5.0 .45 220 22.3 23 25.3 22.8-2.6 -12.5-2.0
1046 143 14.5 17 16.1 16.2 -14.4 - 9.7 -10.2
_ [ 088S 60 6.1 2 3.8 4.0 +52.7 +60.2 +51.9
i 085 1.0 380 18.1 12 12.9 9.3 +50.8 +39.9 +95.1
• f 049 ] 316 15.0 12 12.6 10.4 +25. +19.7 +44.6047 120 5.7 10 10.7 8.8 -42.9 -46.5 -35 3
1Computed from 100 (Ypred - Y_/Y
SDesignates spurious test
;f,
i
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l II. CBM, LO2/LH 2
I I. Summary of Data
1.1 Weight (Table C6, Figures A7P and A7I)
I All three of the 25,000 lb. tests were early ignition,
self-ignlted, spurious, and with low ylelds--these have been
l excluded from the analysis. Much of the data is extremely variable
! or discrepant, e.g., for test No. 212 the two overpressure measure-
ments at the furthest distance (117 ft.) correspond to a yield of
24%, whereas the measurements at the nine closest stations give
a least squares yield of 3%.
There was substantial difference between pressure and
" impulse yields, with the i000 lb. tests ranging as high as 1:6,(Figure C5 and Table A2).
Maximum pressure yield for 200 ibs. was much less than
for LO2/RP-I , maximum impulse yield slightly greater. For i000 ibs.
both pressure and impulse yields were greater than for LO2/RP-I.
t_ The geometry for the S-IV test was L/D=2, Do/Dt=. 083.
The test self-lgnited at 183 msec giving pressure yield of 3.3%,
{_ the same as Titan, and impulse yield of 5.7%.
1.2 Geometrj[ (Table C7 and Figures A8P and A8I)
[; Non-nomlnal geometry yields (all at 200 lbs.) appearbetter behaved than the nominal, xcept possibly for L/D=5,
Do/Dt=l. Here test No. 092, with ignition time of three minutes
I gave two explosions. The first was quite small while the second,
_ due to interaction of LH 2 with air, gave substantial yield.
I . Pressure and impulse data were available at only threedistances.
2. Correlation with Ignition Time (Table C8 and Figures 4P and 41)2.1 Weight
Correlation between yield and ignition time was verypoor for the 200 lb. and the 1000 lb. tests at nominal geometry.
E
i
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2.2 Geometry
For all non-nominal cases, except 2/3 full, yield
increased monotonically with ignition time. For L/D=5,
Do/Dr=.45, the numerical correlation was excellent and the log
slope was about .5; for Do/Dr=l, L/D=.45, the response was
nonlinear (either with logs or direct) with an average log
slope of 1.7. In the remaining two cases, the data is either
too few or too uncertain to make an estimate.
3. Re_ression
3.1 Weight (Table C9, Figures 5P and 5I)
The scatter is extremely large for the eight regressions
summarized in Table C9. Those with maximum yields only, or with
the SIV test excluded, give meaningless regressions and/or pre-
diction limits. Even the first three regressions in Table C9,
which use all, or almost all, tests with SIV included, have pre-
diction limits that appear impractically high.
3.2 Geometry (Figures 6P and 6I)
Maximum yields, using test No. 092b, are shown in the
table below.
•
t : Do/D t _ 1.8 5.0
_ _,_ .
I[ .45 17.5 21.8 19.6• ' 34.3 2 .7 31.5
' ", 1.0 79.3 17.7 48.5104.5 32.7 , 68.6
48.4 19.7 34.1
69.4 30.7 50.1
I Maximum yield for Do/Dr=.083, L/D-.45 was Yp-9.0%, YI=20.8%;
I-: and for 2/3 full Yp=30_, Yi-36.6%. Most of the maximum yield
tests exhibited negative pressure and/or impulse bias close-in
(see Table A2).
E
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i . Qualitatively, the individual entries are perhaps not
too dissimilar from the corresponding ones for LO2/RP-I ,
I especially if one makes allowance for the low confidence in the
nominal value and for L/D--5, Do/Dt:l.0 (3 minutes ignition time
with double explosion). In particular, Do/Dt=l, L/D--I.8
I resulted in a substantial increase in yield, even more than for
LO2/RP-I. Of equal significance is the fact that Do/Dr-.083 ,
L/D=1.8 gave also a moderately large decrease in yield (Yp--9%,
Yi=20%).
Ullage volume of 40% appears to have increased pressure
yield by more than 2/3, although impulse yield increased only
slightly. (Impulse response at 37 ft. for the nominal test was
very low and not used in estimating yield.) In terms of specific
[ yield, which is 50% greater, the overall increase is substantial,
although not as much as for LO2/RP-1.
-- Formal analysis of the preceding table leads to thefollowing main effects and interactions (impulse values shown
in parentheses) :
, L = -14.3 (-19.3)
{-,i D = 14.4 (18.5)
LD---16.5 (-16.6)
{
i The corresponding regression equations are:
!i 1 {Yp 25.6- 8.1 IL/D-_'4 L/ •- I _.o +s'_l :_ 1" _o.o_'_ II .2T_l
{,
{ Y_. 45.6- _6._I _.6 +_T'Sl .2T5 - _6"-I _.6 Ii .2_ •
Because of the large uncertainties, even greater than for
LO2/RP-I , these equations do not appear to be too meanlngful--nor
would the extension of the analysis to include Do/Dt-.083.
E
i
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{ 4. URS Prediction Equation
i URS concluded that the only situations affecting yieldwere very low ig ition time and the geometry configuratio
Do/Dr=l, L/D=l.8. Specifically
r
i r 2.8 + .82 t/w I/3 , for t < 21.1 w I/3
y = (*)
20 , for t Z 21.1 W I/3
For Do/Dt=l and L/D=1.8, a free hand curve through the three
•- _|-. yields, similar to those shown in Figure 4, is used by URS with t*substituted for t for weights larger than 200 Ibs. A comparison
of the observed URS yields with those predicted by the above
. equation is shown in Table C9a.For the SIV, with a propellant _elght of 91,000 ibs.,
the ignition time required to reach maximum yield becomes
• |_ 948 msec. Using the actual time of 183 msec the above equation
gives Y=6.1.
Because of the erratic nature of the data, the formula
I in (*) for tma x (time to reach "stabilized" maximum yield) is
difficult to verify. For W=200 Ibs. the equation gives tmax=123 msec.
[-_ Examining the most pertinent tests in Table C9a, for nomlnal geometry
t" the two highest yields occurred for ignition times of 82 msec and
..i _ 35,000 msec. For L/D-5, Do/Dr=.45, yield appears not to have sta-
[ bilized at the largest observed ignition time (329 msec); while for
i.. Do/Dt=.083 , yield is approximately the same for 56 msec and 318 msec.
.-_ |_ Likewise, for W=lO00 ibs. with calculated tma x of 211 msec, the observ
I maximum yield occurs at 708 msec.
Clearly the data itself does not enable inferences to bedrawn about scaling of ignition time with weight, and for the SIV
test in particular. (Father's model simulation of the SIV test
(Reference 2, p. II-35) suggests that ignition occurred during the
i [ initial rise of the mixing function.) Whether 183 msec constitutes
i a representative time for self-ignition cannot of course be Judged.
[,i
[i
i
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TABLE C6 - CBM, LO2/LH2, L/D = I 8, Do/Dr = .45_ SUMMARYOF TEST DATA
i TEST IGNITION AVAILABLE DATa
W NO. Y SP(I)% Sy% YU YL DATA OMITTED YURS
TYPE TIME d's, ST'NS d's, ST'NS
| 200 090 X(1) 35 SEC 17.48 3.5 2.3 18.3 16.7 3d,7 (1) 29
34.32 8.3 9.2 61.3 19.2 3d,7 2d,5
118 X( | ) 82 9.53 3.0 2.4 10.0 9.1 3d,9 Id,3 2027.45 7.6 4.0 29.6 25.5 3d,9 0
' 200 X 417 d 5.98 12.0 7.2 6.8 5.2 44,10 0 17
:" I ' 15.66 il.2 6.2 17.6 13.9 4d,lO (2)
I
.. 091 SP(2) 0 6.53 8.6 5.4 7.2 5.9 3d,8 0 13
_, 17.31 4.9 2.9 18.3 16.4 3d,8 (1)
""l-- 199 X 816 4.21 4.9 3.0 4.4 4.0 4d,ll (I) 8
I,
,.52 13.1 6.8 10.8 8.4 4d,lO (l)
r- 053 SP(2) 1 2.00 6.0 4.7 2.2 1.8 3d,8 (1) 4
, |; 5.08 i.0 0.8 5.2 5.0 3d,6 Id,2
t:
_.: I000 213 X 708 23.29 9.5 6.3 26.2 20.7 5d,14 2d,6 35
_: 34.54 8.4 4.6 37.7 31.6 5d,14 2d,6
, [-
212 X 1366 3.19 12.1 14.6 4.9 2.1 4d,ll 2d,6(2) 2721.29 1i.5 6.5 24.1 18.8 4d,lO (2)
_ [_ 265 X 750 3.42 12.1 9.6 4.1 2.9 5d,15 2d,6 10
/_ 13.79 7.5 4.1 14.9 12.8 5d,14 2d,6
.+_ 210 SP(3) 20 1.63 8.6 8.0 1.9 i.4 4d,12 2d,6 7
,o. ,o9 ,o .+ ++,. o
25000 277 SP(2) 31 .088 28.2 17.7 .12 .06 5d,15 (2) .2
.178 I !.0 4.6 .19 .16 5d,15 (2)
+_ t [ 279 SP(2) 33 .048 5.7 4.9 .05 .04 2d,6 0 .2
.. .151 24.0 14.4 .20 .11 2d,6 0
+
"'" _ I_'?. 281 SP ('' - ,053 .... ldt3 0 .1[: •132 17.1 14.3 .20 .09 Id,3 0+ +
, 91000 S IV (4) 183 3.26 7.6 7.8 3.8 2._ 5d, i0 3d,5 5
5.69 7.6 5.3 6.4 5.1 4d,6 Id,li
(1) CAP IGNITION AT 100 PSl
(2) DIAPHRAGM RUIrI'URE. _ 091 Nor U_BD IN URS ANALYSIS
(3) DIAPHRAGM OR TANK RUPTURE
(4) SELF-IGNITION SOURCE UNKNOWN
+iit
i
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I TABLE C7 - CBM,LO2/LH2, W = 200. SUMMARY OF TEST DATA
I_
TEST IGNITION AVAILABLE DATA
i Y SP(I)% Sy% YU YL DATA OMIT(ED YURSL/D Do/Dr NO. TYPE TIME d's,ST'NS d's,ST'NS
1.8 .45 172 SP( 1/ 770d 30.00 4.8 4.9 34.6 26.0 3d,5 Id,2 35
i 2/3 FULL 36.62 4.5 3.2 39.2 34.2 3d,5 0
[ 167 SP(2) 8740 23.94 3.4 3.9 26.8 21.4 3d,6 0 24
29.20 5.6 3.9 31.7 26.9 3d,5 0
I 1.8 1.0 050 TR(3) 180 79.34 10.9 13.0 180.5 34.9 3d,6 2d,4 86
i 104.50 7.6 6.1 120.5 90.6 3d,6 ld,2
093 X 147 26.11 3.8 3.2 28.2 24.2 3d,7 ld,2(l) 34
I 40.42 7.'1 4.6 44.2 36.9 3d,7 0
( 051 X (4) 80 16.24 10.65 9.2 20.2 13.1 3d,7 ld.3 22
20.74 4.7 3.0 22.0 19.5 3d,7 (1)f
5.0 .45 094 (5) 329 21.80 12.1 6.9 24.8 19.1 3d,8 0 25
28.73 1.9 2.8 30.3 27.3 3d,8 0
138 X 100 11.97 6.1 4.3 13.0 11.o 3d,6 0 1721.29 5.0 2.8 22.4 20.2 3_,." O
054 SP(6) 17 3.82 4.9 8.1 6.4 2.3 3d,6 2d,4 6
7.43 4.6 2.9 7.9 7.0 3d,6 0: 055 SP(6) 1 1.21 9.0 9.2 1.5 0.99 3d,8 ld,3 1
t. 18 10.8 7.4 1.4 1.0 3d,8 id,3
i [ : 5.0 1.0 092b X (5) 3MIN 17.69 7.5 5.9 20.1 15.6 3d,9 Id,3(I)32.71 8.4 4 36.5 29.3 3d,9 Id,3
" 26
! 0921 3.50 7.7 5.0 3.8 3.2 3d,9 0
[ " 4.87 5.0 4.4 5.5 4.3 3d,9 2d,6
-_. | 052 X 83 6.15 4.3 3.9 6.7 5.7 3d,8 ld,3 7
5.79 9.0 5.0 6.4 5.3 3d,8 0
! [ 057 SP(6) 12 0.95 12.1 12.5 1.2 0.73 3d,8 td,3 1
_ ]' 19.71 3.1 2.0 20.5 18.9 3d,6 0
173 (1) 56 5.43 7.1 5.1 6.0 4.9 3d,? 0 13d
20.78 4.6 3.2 22.2 19.4 3d,7 ld,2
(2)COLDFLOW;IGNITIONCAUSEDBYPOOr,VF..NTING
(3) TANK RuFruI_ IGNmON
(4) CAP IGNITION AT TANK RUPTUIUB
., (5) IGNITION AT 100 PSI
I
: e)Dm.tm_GU_urrmm
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TABLE C 9a - CBM, LO2/LH 2, COMPARISON BETWEEN URS AND OBSERVED PREDICTED YIELDSt
OBSERVED
TEST W L/D Do/Dt t URS YURS YP YI % DEVIATION*
NO. PREDICTED
090 200 1.8 .45 35 SEC 20 29 17.5 34.3 31
118 82 14.3 20
9.5 27.4 28
200 417 20 17 6.0 15.7 + 18
091 _' 0 2.8 13 6.5 !7._ 78
I. 199 816 20 8 4.2 9.5 +150
053 S 1 2.9 4 2.0 5.1 28
[-• 213 1.000 708 20 35 23.3 34.5 43
212 1366 20 27 3.2 21.3 26
265 750 20 10 3.4 13.8 +100
" 20 4.4 7 ! .6 10.2 37
210 S
-_ SIV 91,000 2 .083 183 6.14 5 3.3 5.7 + 23
172 S 200 (1.8 .45 770 20 35 30.0 36.6 43
! 67 S (2/3 Full 8740 20 24 23.9 29.2 ! 7
'_?
,_,: 094 5,0.45 329 20 25 21.828.7 20
_" _,r 138 , 100 16.8 17 12.021.3 1
21{ 054S 1 17 5.2 6 3.8 7.4 13
055 S 1 2.9 1 1.2 !.2 +190
-'E
_' 092b_ _17.7 32.7
092a,I 5.0 1.0 3 MIN 20 26 t 3.5 4.9 - 23
_ 052057S [ [ 83 14.4 7 6.1 5.8 +106
_- IL_ _ _ 12 4.5 ! 0.9 1.2 +350
169 1.8 .083 318 20 15 9.0 19.7 + 33
[ 173 _ t 56 10.7 13 d 5._. 20.8 - 18
[ • [,.,R..-.o.,,..R,].,oo
S DESIGNATES SPURIOUS TEST
1969031456-167
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I III. CBGS, LO2/LH 2
T Summar[ of Data1.
1.1 Weight, V_44 fp_ (Tables C10 and Cll, Figures C6, A15I,
I AI61, AITI, A22P)
The average YI/YF ratio is approximately i.i for the
I 200 lb. tests, 1.8 for the i000 lb. tests and 1.6 for the
25,000 lb. tests. The combined average ratio, YI/Yp, is approxi-
mately 1.5, with a moderate amount of scatter about this value.
I The one spurious test (No. 230) at 200 Ibs. has ignition
time t=24 msec. and Yp=12.9% (YI=16.1%). This is comparable to
l the lowest 200 lb. test (No. 197). Theyield nonspurious non-
spurious tests have ignition times between 317 and 1374 msec.
and Yp approximately uniformly distributed between 12.9 _nd 44.1%.
I (YI is between 16.1 and 53.1%). Hence, the scatter at 20C Ibs. is
large.
"I. There are three tests at 25,000 Ibs.; two of these are
spurious. They are the only spurious tests in the LH2, 44 fps
i [ I group which have ignition times greater than i00 msec. Further,
, the only nonspurious test at this weight, No. 288C, also has a
relatively low ignition time, t=365 msec. All thre tests are
_ r, self-ignited. The two spurious tests are clearly low yield tests,
4: /i while the yield of test No. 288C is approximately ll%. If self-
L: ignition invariably occurs at large weights, this test is probably
representative of what is achievable at 25,000 Ibs. Alternately,
I_ consider the relation between ignition time and "asymptoticmaximum" yi ld in the case of the 200 and i000 lb. tests: there
are four tests with t=0, 0, 21 and 24 msec. which are low yield,
i! two with t=317 and 325 msec. which are high yield; the maximum200 lb. test is at t=775 msec. and th maximum at i000 ibs. is
at t=900 msec. Therefore, on the basis of ignition time alone,
the yield observed for test No. 288C could be anywhere from
1_ representative to high. We consider this yield to be representativeof the type of yields that can be expected at 25,000 lbs.
1.2 Velocity, Weight=200 (Table C12, F_gu_es AISI, A23P, 9P, 91)
There are five nonspurious tests at 23 ft/sec. These
I group into three distinct sets: the test with the largest yield,a pair of tests with similar ignition times, but with the yield
of one test showing a 46% increase over the other and two tes_s
with similar yields and widely differing ignition times.|
1
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i . The data at 200 Ibs. and 44 ft/sec, has been discussed
in Section 1.1. Of the five tests at 78 ft/sec., one is listed
I as spurious and three are ignited by an external ignition source.Test 226 is listed as spurious because of accidental ignition by
fire; it is neither a low yield nor an early ignition time test.
I The Kingery curve for overpressure provides a poor fit
to all of the data for each of the nonspurious 200 lb., 78 fps
tests. The impulse fit for test No. 195 is also poor (cf. 3.a.,
i p. A-7).
2. Correlation, LO2/LH2, (Tables C13 and C14, Figures 7P and 7I)
I The 200 and i000 lb. data at 44 fps is treated in
sufficient detail in Section III of the report.
The 200 lb. data at 23 fps shows a strong increase in
yield with ignition time. It is impossible to state with confi-
dence that the "asymptotic maximum" yield has been attained.
l This is apparent from Figures 7P and 71. increasingThere the
• nature of the data argues against the maximum being achieved,
while an almost 600 msec. difference in ignition time combined
I with a 2.2% difference in the yield of the two highest testsargues for it being achieved.
iI There is a moderate correlation between Y and t, whenW=200 ibs. and V=78 fps, but because of the large scatter the
confidence intervals are very wide. The "asymptotic maximum
yield" condition appears to have been reached at 78 fps; however,
[] the scatter is such that it cannot be determined with high confi-dence.
There are two spurious, low yield, early ignition time• tests at i000 ibs. when V=78 fps. These are not included in either
the Bellcomm of the URS analyses.
{i 3. Re_ression
3.1 Regression on Weight (Tables C15 and C7P, C7I and CSP, C8I)
i The regression equations for the eleven nonspurious
tests are
l (738) w-'172 - (347)w-'°47" ' 90 "
(io)
YI (72.1) W-'157 yA ." ' 1,90 (35.6) W-'039
1969031456-169
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A A
where YP,90 and _T,90_ denote the asymptotes of the upper 90%
prediction limits (Figures 8P and 8I). As indicated in
Section III of the report, this regression was the result of
those "asymptotic maximum" _elds attainable from_the given
test configuration. The following is the llst of the tests
! used in this regression: test numbers 197, 203, 204, 229,
{ 231, 551, 252, 254 at W=200 ibs.; 217, 262 at W=I000 ibs.;
288C at W=25,000 Ibs.
I It is of some interest to determine how sensitive
the regressions in (i°) are to certain variations in the
population.
I - The following two cases were considered:
, (i) Non-zero ignition time tests (Figures CTP, CTI).
amounts to the tests numbered 230 atThis adding
200 lbs., 264 at I000 lbs. and 289, 290 at 25,000 lbs.
to the set of nonspurlous tests at 44 fps. The
I resulting regressions are
[; •= , Y = (I02.3) W- 271,90
^
Ii_ YI (159.1) W-'312 yA= ' 1,90 = (82.3) W-'221
If Because of the low yield nature of the tests added
to t_e group in (l°), this regression might be con-
sidered-ms giving the expected yield when the full
_i range of" attainable yields is taken into account.
(il) Maximum yields (Figures C8P, C8I)
li
Yp _ (274.9) W-'319 yA' P,90 " (153.6) W-'235
I
YI " (253.7) W "'300 yA' 1,90 " (_44.6) W-'219
I "
These megresslons are based on the maximum yield
tests at each weight. Specifically, tests No. 204,
No. 251 at 200 ibs., No. 262 at I000 ibs., andNo. 288C at 25,000 ibs.
B
B
I
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f These results suggest that the regression In (1°) is
conservative; the expected yield in (1°) is essentially an upper
I 95% prediction limit for (i) and (ii). On the other hand, allthree regressions are extremely sensitive to the yields at 200 lbs.
and the scatter at this weight produces the large prediction limits
in (1°) and (I). As a result, the relevance of the regression
I equations in extrapolation d_pends heavily on the relation, if any,between large scale tests (_25,000 ibs.) and the 200 lb. tests.
(Cf. Section II of the report.)
I 3.2 Velocity (Tables C16, C17 and C18; Figures 9P, 9I)
The regression equations are given in Section III.
The single flat wall high velocity test was included
in the discussion in III. The data for this test showed a strong
I directional effect. The three pressure (impulse) yields basedon measurements taken in each of the three directions separately
_:re 136.8 (122.9), 76.6 (98.0), and 69.5 (70.3). The highest
I yield corresponds to readings taken on the impacted side of thewal ; the next corresponds to v lues recorded parallel to the
wall and the lowest to those taken on the side of the wall
opposite to the target. The first and the last of these direction-
i for the single flat wall HVI test are indicateddependent yieldsin Figures 10P and 10I together with assigned yield. (Cf.
Appendix A.)
The only nonspurious tests at velocities other than
44 fps are those conducted at 200 lbs.
The following is a llst of the tests used in the
multiple regression of Section IIl, 3.3.3: test numbers 152,
184, 201, 225 at W=200 lbs., V=23 fps; 197, 203, 204, 229, 231,
251, 252, 254 at W=200 ibs., V=44 fps; 217, 262 at W=I000 ibs.,
' V=44 fps; 288C at W=25,000, V=44 fps; 114, 150, 151, 195 at
W=20C Ibs., V=78 fps.[i If the results of the flat wall HVI test (No. 079)
are added to the drop test data above, then we obtain the fol-
i lowing multiple regression:
Yp - (9.96) W-.165 V.512
I YI " (I0.0) W"'154 V "517
1969031456-171
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I The following table applies these equations to the
SII of 930,000 lbs. and gives the corresponding 90% upper
I prediction limit values:|
I
V (fps) 23 44 78 160 597
I , , , ,,,
xSp, (yp ) 5.2 7.2 9.7 13.9 27.4
i ,.90 (13.3) (18.5) (25.0) (36.9) (77.9)SII q
. 6.1 8.5 ii.4 16.5 32.6YI' (YI, 90 )
• (15.4) (21.5) (29.1) (43.1) (91.5)
I . "-
4. Geometric Scalin_ and the URS Prediction Equations (Table Cl8a)
We have already observed (Figures 7P, 7I) the tenuous
I relationsnip that exists between yield and ignition delay timewhen Bellccmm yields are used. The URS counterpart of our Y vs t
plots are given in Figure 5-44 of the URS final report. In this
figure URS presents three plots of yield against scaled pool
diameter; one for each of the three tower drop velocities. Since• the velocity is constant in ach plot and the different propellant
weights are distinguishable, they may be considered as showing
i yield vs. ignition time. At V-78 fps and W=200 ibs. the high• yield test is number 195, which has an ignition time of 292 msec
and a URS yield of 104%.* This is approximately 100% larger than
the yield determined by URS for the next highest yield test at
[ this velocity and weight. This fact, combined with the extremelyhigh and inconsistent pressure and impulse values st one d_stance
for test 195 (cf. Appendix A), indicates that some caution should
I be exercised in the use of this test. Without this test there isno visible effect of ignition _elay time on yield indicated in
Figure 5-_. Including test 195, at the URS yield cf 104%, indi-
cates am effect, but the consequent scatter prevents any definite
I conclusion.
[:} *The Bellcomm overpressure (impulse) yield for this test
is 545 (705).
C
I
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At V=44 fps, URS plots the spurious test, 230,
together with the eight remaining 200 lb. tests, the two high
I yield i000 lb. tests and the high yield 25,000 lb. tests. Anyeffect of ignition time on the yields of the 200 lb. tests is
masked by the erratic nature of the data. (See Section III.)
Adding the two i000 lb. tests improves the situation, but only
I slightly; while the inclusion of the 25,000 lb. test begs the
question of scaling. Finally, the 23 fps data suggests the
weakest effect of ignition delay time on yield of the three
velocities. On the other hand, the yields calculated by Bellcommfor this case show the strongest effect of ignition time
(Figures 7P, 7i).
IV Now the URS prediction equation for CBGS, LO2/LH 2 is
given by
" I
(I°) YURS 18.4 + 0.0031 V2D * 0.00015 V2(D*) 2
I
where D* - t'V, t* = t/ _- , t is the ignition time in seconds,
_ 1_i V is the velocity in fps and W is the propellant weight in,, _ pounds. Evalua ions of equation (i°) are presented in Table 18a
together with a comparison of these predictions with the corres-
:_ I _ ponding observed yields as determined by URS. The yields calcu-. lated by Bellcomm are also listed in this table.
It is interesting to consider the significance (both
[i statistically and physically) of the quadratic term in this equa-
• tion. The percentage of the total variation explained by the
quadratic term is 4%. Using the URS statistical calculations in
{, Appendix B of their report, we find that the introduction of
V2(D*) 2 into the regression does not significantly increase the
regression sum of squares. That is, using the standard F-test we
find that F(I,17) - 354.66/206.77 = 1.717 is not significant.
_;_ , Therefore, instead of the regression (i°), the following regression
may be used (Appendix B, URS):
I
(2°) Y - 19.85 + .0022 V2D * .
I
i
I
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But this equation does not have a maximum; that is, according
to this regression there is no optimal ignitio_ time (or pool
i diameter) and consequently yi-_Id increases without limit as D*increases. Whereas, using equation (I°) URS obtains an optimali
ignition time (pool diameter) of D* = 10.3 and, hence, the fol-
.Inwing "prediction" equation for t* unknown:f
(3°) _ = 18.4 + 0.016 V2.
t max
To summarize, the geometric scaling postulated byURS, but not visible in data, forces the use of variables
which lead statistically to the improbable prediction equation
(2°). Therefore, the statistically nonsignificant quadratic• term must be _,etained in order to obtain a prediction equation
that is consistent with the simplest of physical requirements.
I Returning to equation (3°), _e see that it is independentof weight and appears to be applied up to about 80 fps where its
value is approximately 120%. The corresponding upper 90% predlc-
I. tion limit reaches 120% at about 63 fps. For comparison, the
corresponding values obtained in the present analysis (for
W-200 Ibs.) may be determined from Figures 9P and 9I: e.g., the
I expected value at 80 fps is 43_ with an upper 90% limit of 61%at V-63 fps for overpres ure. The upper 90% at 80 fps is 73%.
[i In order to treat the HVI tests, URS returns toequatl¢,, (1°) sets t=0 to obtain Y--18.4 and connects this equa-
tion at 70 fps with a straight llne to the yield of the flat
; wall HVI test.
Finally, equation (3° ) gives a constant value of 49.5%
for the expected yield when V-44 fps. This may be compared with
[_ the regression equations given in Section III. The value offor several weights together with the corresponding 90% upper
prediction limits is also given there.[
[
,|
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I_" IV. CBGS, LO2/RP-I
i_ 1. Summar_ of Data
i
i.i Weight*, V--44 fps (Table C19, Figure C6)
I 1.2 Velocity (Tables C20, C21, C23, C24)
2. Correlation (Table C22)
i 3. Regression (Table C24)
" 4. Geometric Scaling and the URS Prediction Model (Table C25)
It is difficult to discuss the effect of ignition delay
time on yield from the figures in the URS report since they combine
I weights (Figure 5-39); the relationship
al] three velocities and
between yield and ignition time is further obscured by plotting
• Y/V'9 against D*/V'2l "
We have already discussed the relationship between
yield and ignition time in Section III.4. and only point out that
I the increase of 76% for the maximum i000 lb., 44 fps yield overthe corresponding maximum yield at 200 Ibs. is sufficient to
preclude any assumption of geometric scaling of yield.
3. f.
!f.
i .
*See Section III, _.
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I DIFFERENCES IN PP_SSURE AND IMPULSE VALUES
BETWEEN URS PRELIMINARY AND FINAL REPORTS
Test Station P or I Prel'y Final Remarks*
No. Report Report
095A 115 P 18.8 18.1
116 I 21.2 31.2 Final value appears
erroneous
r
!
I 238 129 P 6.7 0.7 Rejected as extreme
139 P 6.6 0.7 ReJected as extreme
{ 096 Ten typographical errors in final report.
206 116 P 20.0 --
126 P 18.o --
201 135 P 23.1 --
" 197 115 P ii. 5 --
125 P 20.9 --
I Omitted in estimating
. , 116 P 4.7 -- yield.
117 P 3.1 --
20 3 115 P 18.5 --
125 P 21.2 --
126 P 9.4 --
_ I 136 P 8.9 --
_ 115 I 45.7 --
125 I 45.0 --
254 137 _ 1.5 -- Rejected as extr,:me
i •
'_ *Indicates whether the preliminary zeport value was used in
estimating ieast squares Ly_e!d--blank implies yes.
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!
DIFFERENCES IN PRESSURE AND IMPULSE VALUES
BETWEEN URS PRELIMINARY AND FINAL REPORTS (Cont.)
Test Station P or I Prel'y Final Remarks
: No. Report Report
262 137 P 3.8 -- Rejected as extreme
• 137 I 22.0 -- Rejected as extreme
! 266 137 P 1.8 -- Rejected as extreme
i 137 I 13.5 -- Rejected as extreme
114 116 P 15.2 57.2 Final value appears
erroneous
195 117 P 12.9 6.3 |
I 127 P 12.7 5.0 Rejected as extreme
137 P ll.3 5.0
i.- 226 128 P .8 --
216 119 P .3 -- Rejected as extreme
[
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APPENDIX D
SPECIALIZED REGRESSION FORMULAS
I i Approximate prediction limits!
Let the least squares regression equation, estimated
I from the observations (xl,Y l),...,(xn,y n), be
y : y + bCx-_) (1)
-- 2 _(xi__) 2/n." where x = [xl/n , F-- [Yl/n. Let also ax =
When the x's and y's are (common) logs,
y = log Y (2)
then (1) becomes
Y - T(X/_)b (3)
. = AX bf
t
where X= Y are antilogs of x, y.
[_ Let s 2 be the estimate of the variance about the
regression line. As is well known, for fixed but arbitrary x,
the variance of the predicted value of y is
1969031456-204
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_ 2 = s2(l + 1 + (x-_) 2sy _ 2 ')
no (4)
f
1
! = s2(l + _) + [(x-_)Sb] 2I
2
I 2 _ sSb 2 (5)rlo
x
l Equation (4) leads to the following upper prediction limit for
y. (For confidence limits on the expected value of y, equation
" I-- (I), one need only replace in (4) _ + i/n by i/n.)
• [_'i YU = _" + b(x-x') + tv,pSy (6)
V
i L tv, P Is the (one-sided) value of the t-dlstributlon with v=n-2
degrees of freedom and confidence probability P. (For this the
! are required to be normally distributed.)Yl
The upper confidence value for the slope is
I =b+ ab
#
/
_ The line through (_,_) with slope b U yields the quantity
8
.
i
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%-
_ YU* = _ + bu (x-F) (9)
[
= y + (x-_)Ab
l
=y+ Ay
I.
}
_- I= Ay = (x-_)_b (i0).3..
_- Ay is the difference between the ordinates of the two lines,
'< (i) and (9)
_
'; I__" Substituting (5)-(i0) into (6) gives, after simple
i algebra,
YU = YU* + 6y (Ii)
where
i ii
) n
Note that s_ represents the prediction error in y when x - x.
[i When Ay is large (i...e.,x>>E) equation (12) can be
approximated by the first two terms .of the binomial expansion
[_ to give
B
B •
i
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l! AS Ay _ = (i.e., x - x + o,), 6y  0_.o that YU* is an approximate
:-_ prediction limit. In fact, YU vs, x is a hyper:,ola with
I _" asymptote YU*"
I In terms of the X and Y, one gets (caoital symbol_
I are defined as the antilogs oi'corre:3ponding lower case quantLties,
- i0 _)e.g., X :
(x)_ AY : (l!i)
-*[!
_ I_! The asymptotic prediction equation is
'_ [__ YU* : AY • Y (16)
;_ [_ Au*XbU= (17)
AU* = Y'/_bU (18)
. A/_ "Ab
The exact prediction limits are given by
YU " a¥ . YU* (19)
Ii .%._.x_
_v
6¥ = I0
B
I
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i"
? Using the approximation (14) gives
I " _y 2 10s_ 2/2Ay (211
I
For _ small, i0 _ 2 1 + 2.3026_ , so that
1 1 + 1.1513s_2
Ab log(X/X) (22)
g
sa (nl/2+n -I/211.1513 tv_ P X
=l+ '
] log (x/g)
As a numerical example, consider the CBM LO2/RP-I
regression (high yield tests) of pressure yield (Y) on weight
(X). The relevant constants are
g = 13o8
ax = 1.04
s • .081
_ n-6
Let also P - .95 so that t 4 .95 • 2.1318. Equation (22) theni
becomes
los (x/13o8)
For X - 94,000 this equation gives 6¥Si.288, the ezaet valuebelng 6¥ - 1.2_i. Yet X - _.606xI06, 6T-_I.150 compares
with 6¥ ,, 1.146.
i
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• l, 2. Confidence limits f'or correlation coefficient
The formulas derived here for confidence limits for
i the correlation coefficient differ from the usual approximationin that the dependent variable (ignition time) is assumed to be
non-randomly rather than randomly selected.
Let the regre_sion line, estimated from (xi,yl )'i=l,...,n, be
y - y" + b (x-_)
where
I b = [ (xl-_) (Yi-Y) (1)
_ _ (xi-_) 2
The variance of b is
"' 1"! Sb2 = s 2
!_-:. _ (xi__) 2 (2)
L where s2 is the estimated variance about the regression llne,with v-n-2 degrees of freedom.
[! By definition
__(xl-_) (yl-_)
Using (I) and (2), together with the equality 2
one can readily show that (3) can be written
r " ,," o
where
I o = b/s b (6)
I The same a_L_ment applied to the parameters (representedby the Greek an logs to_ Rom n letters) _ather than the estimates
_.vee|
I
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/ P V
where (7 )
I
•Y = _/ob (8)
l
I
Confidence limits on p can be obtalr_,_i by substituting into (7)
I the corresponding confidence limits, _U and _L' for _. The
exact solution is quite complicated, yielding a non-tabulated
_ distribution similar to the non-central t. A heuristic approxi-
_ I mation can be obtained in the following manner. Note that
;: (b-6)/s b has the t-distrlbution. If +- tv, p represent the
i" " _b °b '
,_ I 2-slded probability 9 limits, then, since _s 2 = 2
" ['. Sb ,P) _YU = ob (c + tv - c + tv, P (9)
_L = eb (c - tv, P) - c - tv, P (I0)
I
The above limits are too narrow, since they do not take into
account the randomness of sh/e b. T9 compensate for this, we
have used v rather than n, _.e., _uation (5) than (7).
3. Relation between indlvidual_
Suppose the. regres n of z on x and y _s linear
//
[; Ez = _ + ax + yy (i)
Further, suppose the experimental design varies one variable at
[" a time, i.e., for y = YO' x takes on the values zi (1=l,...,n),
and for x - Xo, y takes on values yj (J-l,...,m). The xi and
yj need not all be distinot| moreover, some of the values may
equal x 0 or Yu" It is .desired to detemutne the relation b_tween
the estimated eoefftolents under the joint _e_esslon (1) coupled
i
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I= with the simple regressions of z on x with y = YO' and z on y
with x=x 0 .
Let zk (k=l,...,m+n) be the observed values of z
| when x = xk and y = Yk' where Yk = YO for k=l,..., n and xk = x0
| for k = n+l,...,n+m. Then (I) can be written either as
I
EZk = _ + 8Xk + "fYk , k = !,..., n+m (2)
[ ' or as
Ez i = a + Bxi + _Yo (i=l,...,n) (3)
[ " and
Ezj = = + 13x0 + "fyj (J=l,...,m)
I" Let
[: - = i ,x " _Tyj _[zli Xn _- ±
m[Zj (4)
. __l (r_n+=.o) ..,__i (.yo+_T=) _ " ,_+nZ--"_'zz-k
l_i n,m =*r,
The _eneral least squares solution for the parameters in (2)
is well known.
I
- - *- *- (5)
j a " S - BX - YY
B
B
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O_
and 8 and _ are solutions of the simultaneous normal equations
. ^ ^
i 6Sxx + _Sxy = Sxz (6)
^ ^
I 6Sxy + _Syy = Sy z
where
" Sxz -_ (Xk-X) (Zk-E)
(7)
= [ XkZ k - (m+n)x-{_
[
and similarly for Syz, Sxy , Sxx , and Syy. Solving (6) for
8 gives
SxxSyy - Sxy
and similarly for _.
[-: Now, using .equations (5), Sxz in (7) can be written asfollows :
i Sxz " _"rxlzl+ mX°Zm
[i
m C_XZ + TXs
i
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I where axz is the covariance for the regression on x alone
{
, :Tx z -
!
I and _xz is the covari&nce between the means (_n,En)and (Xo,Z%):
f = nm (Xo__n) (Zm_Zn)_xz _ (ii)
Similarly,
[ Sy z = ay z + Tyz
Ii =a + _Sxx xx xx
(12)
= +
Syy ayy _yy
[i However,
{i Sxy = _xy (13)
[_ The .'s and T's in (12) and (13) are defined as in (i0) and
(ii) with an obvious permutation of symbols and appropriate
subscripts. The estimates of the coefficients for the simple
i regression of z on x alone (equation (3a)) and z on y alone(equation (3b)), are given by
i _ . %__L (14)
°XX
I
• _ Note also that when the xi and yj ape symmetPic about Xopyo,
then all the _'s vanish.
i
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" I
:" Substituting (9), (12), and (13) into (8) and
" simplifying gives
I
/a + (T -_T )la
, _ = _ i _ _yy _ xz xy xz
l 1 + T /_ + T /_ /yy yy xx xx j (16)
1. : _ + a_ (i?)
| - where
- _x_.
_i [" °xx+_xx + °xx_,,/°yy (18)
1 "By symmetry, the formula for _ interchanges the subscripts x and
y, and also _ and _, in (16) - (18).
_ [i It is important to emphasize that if the point (Xo,Yo_
[_ is included in the simple regression of z on x, say, it must be
excluded from the regression of z on y. More generally, if
• (Xo,Y 0) is replicated, any arbitrary non-overlapping allocation
is permissible.
" _ !! When m=l, i.e., there is only one y value, Yl' other
'_ than Y0' it can be shown that the Joint solution is equivalent!i [i o first performing the simple r gression of z on x to determine
= 8, and then obtaining the regression value of z at x = x 0
(and y = . This value together with the z value at Y=Yl
then determines W.
I I" It is of interest to determine the effect of the yvariable upon the constant term of the simple regression of z
on x for Y=Y0" Let
__ where _ " = + _YO
i
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I The uncorrected estimate _ is off course
_; = z - _x (20)
n rt
I
!
The corrected estimate E; is then
I ^ A ^
_; = _ + _ry0
[ - ._ ;(_-_%)-_ Z- 6X-
[
--_-'_n_ [_- _n'-_'o-_n'-_o-_o_]
i [
[_
[_
[!
-)
I
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